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Abstract
The Construction of Race and Womanhood in the Novels of Caroline Lee Hentz and
Augusta Jane Evans
This thesis explores the development of racial and gender stereotypes in four novels:
Caroline Lee Hentz’s Eoline and The Planter’s Northern Bride, and Augusta Jane
Evans’s Beulah and Macaria. In identifying the formation of these stereotypes, this
paper suggests that Hentz and Evans were contributing to the formation of Southern
identity, and that their works were at the crux of the formation of a Southern social
construct.
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Introduction
The process of writing this thesis has become as much a personal meditation on
my identity by gender, region, and race as it has been an experience in the process of
researching and writing a long academic paper. The idea of Southern womanhood has
always felt elusive to me; it complicated my understanding of the region, and it
ultimately determined my choice to major in Southern Studies. My interest in this topic
stemmed from a few questions that I had toyed with before I began my research. I
wanted to find the beginnings of this womanhood: How did women come to understand
themselves as Southern? Who organized these guidelines? It is impossible to talk about
the South and “Southernness” without talking about race, and this inquiry into Southern
womanhood was no exception.
Paul Christian Jones says this about modern scholarship of antebellum Southern
literature: “If the majority of...literary histories Is to be believed, most of the literature of
the antebellum South was written by a handful of white, wealthy, land-owning, and
slave-owning historical romancers...who Imitated the model of Sir Walter Scott’s
historical novels in order to paint a portrait of the South that would promote an
aristocratic social structure, based on class hierarchy and slavery”(1). I have not found
that the scholarship on antebellum literature written by authors other than the “white.
wealthy land-owning and slave-owning” is non-existent. But I have been surprised by
the silence on the topic of race in this scholarship. In beginning my research, race was
not at the forefront of my thought. But it quickly became apparent that it was impossible
to consider womanhood in the aforementioned works I have written about (listed below)
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without considering race, because each book’s models of white womanhood somehow
ensures the preservation of whiteness. This literature shoulders its white women with
the great responsibility of furthering a race, a responsibility seemingly disproportionate
to expectations of submissiveness. My initial questions, then, are complicated by race:
How did the creation of an ideal white womanhood in the South help maintain racial
divisions? Who created these guidelines for white womanhood, and who benefited from
them? I am attempting to answer these questions by closely examining the relationships
between womanhood, whiteness and blackness, and the dynamics between slave and
owner, by primarily focusing on four books: Caroline Lee Hentz’s The Planter’s Northern
Bride(1854) and Eoline, or: Magnolia Vale(1852) and Augusta Jane Evans’s Beulah
(1859) and Macaria, or: Altars of Sacrifice(1864).
In my chapter on The Planter’s Northern Bride I will examine Hentz’s antebellum
reconciliation novel and the possible reasons why her planter chooses a Northern bride
to complete his ideal Southern household. The next chapter is on Hentz’s book Eoline;
or, Magnolia Vale. This book Is more exclusively about a female protagonist who wishes
to leave her father’s home and consequently his control. The result is a meditation on
the social order of the South, with examinations of “social others” who are often marked
as such through racialized shorthand which the reader Is expected to understand as
somehow blackening a character. My final chapter examines two Augusta Jane Evans
works, Beulah and Macaria, or: Altars of Sacrifice . While Hentz readily Includes
descriptions of and dialogue from African Americans, especially when comic relief is
created, Evans shies from even describing African American characters. When African
American characters are present they often serve as narrative tools, delivering
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important information about one white character to another white character. These two
books of Evans’s are meditations on the responsibilities of white women to their
households and families. In Beulah, the female hero finds herself responsible for
restoring her new husband’s Christianity and for restoring whiteness in his household. In
Macaria, the female heroes become models of Confederate womanhood. They
abandon the satisfaction and happiness of domesticity for a (intended) lifelong
commitment to the Confederacy. Macaria was published during the Civil War, and the
end of the book presumes a Confederate victory.
The books about which I am writing are by white women and are primarily about
white female characters. When written, they were intended for white, mostly female,
readers(A. Jones 56). Hentz and Evans take their characters far out of the expected
sphere of domesticity; they dabble in independence, academia, and civic duty. Their
shared fate, though, is to return to a domestic sphere as the moral preservation of their
households. The family dynamic of the antebellum South was a sort of reflection of the
slave and master dynamic. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s landmark novel. Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (1852), reversed the patriarchal construction of “plantation domesticity” when she
allowed the white women in her story moral superiority over their husbands(MacKethan
226). Hentz’s pro-slavery rebuttal to Stowe’s book,The Planter’s Northern Bride(1854),
exalts the structure which Stowe undermines. Each of the books I write about finds
ways to glorify the form of plantation domesticity which Stowe recognized as
comparable to the structure of the institution of slavery. While celebrating this
patriarchal structure of the family, each book works to put distance between Its white
characters and its African American characters, who are primarily slaves. This is
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attempted through the inclusion of African American dialects, the lessened emotional
and mental capacity of African American characters, and constant assertions of African
American inferiority and dependence. This illusion of an idealized white domesticity
which is independent of slave presence is undercut by the relationships between slaves
and their masters. In these texts, slave characters often possess intimate knowledge
about the personal lives of their white masters, and their relationships are sometimes
close enough to fall into a category of homosocial intimacy.
These books set lofty goals of womanhood for both their characters and their
readers. All four books act as vicarious demonstrations of how to achieve that ideal
womanhood. For example, Eoline tells the story of a young woman who chooses
independence over a marriage arranged by her father. In the book’s end, the young
woman falls in love with her intended fiance, sending the reader the message that her
father’s judgement had been the best. Hentz’s Eoline explores the possibilities of female
self-sufficiency so that the reader can vicariously learn the same lesson of submission.
While teaching these lessons, the books also create idealized Southern societies. The
world of the four books I am discussing is far from the world of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. But
the idyllic surface of Hentz’s and Evans’s Southern societies masks unclear racial
distinctions and moments in which the power distribution between master and slave is
complicated.
The authors use a sort of racial shorthand to denote non-African American
characters who do not “fit” within the social structure in which each book’s world is
organized. This is attempted through tactics I have already mentioned, such as dialect
and reduced mental and emotional capacity. These are some ways in which racial
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anxiety, while never acknowledged, haunts each text. Both Hentz and Evans present
the reader with structured white societies in which their heroes’ life stories are told. But
through threatening, racially ambiguous characters and descriptive languages, these
books suggest a less ordered racial hierarchy than the authors, and their white
characters, might believe. Fears of social disruption through racial “mixing” (either social
or sexual) and fears of uprising and violence at the hands of African Americans are
expressed, presumably without intention, in what Toni Morrison calls an “Africanist
presence” in literature. Morrison’s book Playing in the Dar/c proposes that Africanism,
understood as the “denotative and conotative blackness that African peoples have
come to signify,”(6) has a resounding influence over American literature and the
understanding of the national identity. It is natural, then, that Hentz and Evans, and I
would argue all Southern writers, were and are affected by an Africanist influence.
African Americans are used to denote certain meanings; for example, the “blackening”
of social misfits in Hentz’s work can be recognized through the lens which Morrison’s
work offers. I have turned to this book more often than any other criticism I have read
during my research and writing.
After the Civil War, white Southern memory would become focused on the white
womanhood created in books like these. The white woman of the antebellum South
became an emblem of the Lost Cause: she symbolized a nobler and more ordered
society and created a shared nostalgia. Anne Goodwyn Jones says: “The southern lady
is at the core of a region’s self-definition...the ideal of southern womanhood seems to
have lasted longer than the other ideas” (4). More sinisterly, Jim Crow racism often
played on white fears of miscegenation by using the white Southern woman as a figure
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that must be “protected”(Dyer 172-173). Awareness of this legacy makes race a sort of
ghost that hangs over each story. By writing about an antebellum white South, Hentz
and Evans cannot avoid acknowledging (even through silence) another South: the
South of slaves, characters born from miscegenation, and unacknowledged but
omnipresent racial anxieties. One of these literary Souths cannot exist without the other,
a relationship much like the planter and slave dynamic of the historic antebellum South.
I want to examine the ways in which women, specifically Hentz and Evans, saw women
as cogs in the machine of Southern society. In these texts, and later in Southern
memory, white womanhood becomes the crux of white Southern identity, even as we
understand antebellum Southern society to be patriarchal. The “altars of sacrifice”
mentioned in Macaria's full title are Its two female heroes, who devote themselves to the
not-yet-lost cause of the Confederacy. The expectation that white women should
identify themselves as altars of sacrifice, preservers of whiteness, and upholders of
morality reinforces a patriarchal society- these expectations are so high that they are
unachievable, but they also leave room for the errors of white men. These expectations
leave white men blameless in many situations, particularly miscegenation. Instead, an
African American woman is to be blamed for being an overtly sexual being, and a white
woman is to be blamed for not living up to her role as preserver of whiteness and
morality in her household.
In my conclusion, I will revisit the various recipients of blame for the existence
miscegenation and the troubling Idea that women participated in the creation of these
unattainable ideals. But first, I want to map out the complicated ways in which race and
womanhood interact in the works by Hentz and Evans which I have mentioned.
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Chapter One
Reconciliation, Mixed Blood and Northern Racial Salvation in Caroline Hentz’s
The Planter's Northern Bride
Caroline Hentz’s The Planter’s Northern Bride is a novel with an agenda: Hentz
constructed this story to argue her pro-slavery opinions. She does so by creating a preClvll War Reconciliation romance: A Northern daughter of a fervent abolitionist falls in
love with a Southern planter and marries him. The planter takes his Northern bride
home to his plantation, where he enlightens her to the benefits and righteousness of the
institution of slavery. She meets and grows fond of the planter’s loyal slaves and
becomes a convert to the anti-abolitionist school of thought. This is a simplified version
of Hentz’s eventful and lengthy story, but the point Hentz makes Is this: when the South
exists without interference, the institution of slavery Is functional and beneficial to the
region. Almost all the characters involved in slavery (both slaves and owners)find it
satisfactory. The characters that find fault with slavery are the hot-headed abolitionists
and the slaves they frequently misguide.
When the text is studied more closely, though, it appears that Hentz’s South Is
not simply a region that needs only the freedom of self-government to sustain Itself. The
strongest clues of a less functional South are in the spouses whom the Planter, a Mr.
Moreland, and his sister, Idlegerte, choose for themselves. Both siblings look North to
find perfect mates. In fact, lldegerte falls in love with two Northern men; after her first
husband’s death, she falls in love with his Northern doctor. Moreland’s bride, Eulalia, is
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actually his second wife. He was married once before to a woman named Claudia. It is
a surprise to the reader to learn that Moreland is not widowed; he is divorced. Claudia
proved an inadequate wife for reasons which, as I will explore more thoroughly, are
largely connected to her racial lineage.
The anxiety of interracial mixing is barely contained in the story-line of Claudia
and Moreland. Moreland’s attraction to the darkness contained in Claudia and Crissy's
fascination with the whiteness of an abolitionist couple, Mr. and Mrs. Softly, become
cautionary tales of the consequences of social or sexual Interracial contact. These are
the sorts of interactions that Hentz constructs to cause disastrous consequences, and
while the conflicts are resolved with appropriately happy endings, the reason still
remains: inappropriate contact between races.
Further racial ambiguity arises in the characters of Albert and Crissy, two of
Moreland’s slaves. These characters are described repeatedly as “mulatto” and “dusky,
language reserved for people of mixed race. Aside from that terminology, Hentz never
directly addresses the fact that these slaves are of an Interracial union. The stories of
these characters seem still more suspect when it is explained that the Moreland family
is not in the business of buying or selling slaves- rather, they continue ownership of
their slaves’ children. The mystery of Albert’s and Crissy’s fathers is never addressed,
but it Is difficult for a modern reader not to wonder who the parents of Albert and Crissy
are.
Caroline Lee Hentz wrote The Planter’s Northern Bride in 1854, with the intention
of responding to popular abolitionist fiction like Uncle Tom’s Cabin. The world of The
Planter’s Northern Bride is created with the intention of illustrating the benefits of slavery
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to all those involved. The book has a clear, pro-slavery agenda, and each character is a
tool in conveying Hentz’s message. The main characters are happy and satisfied with
their roles as slave owners or slaves, and only through outside interference are these
roles ever shaken.
The general contentment of the Moreland family is threatened or disturbed in
three sub-plots. The first story line involves Moreland’s sister, lldegerte, her ailing
husband Richard, and their trip to Ohio in search of superior medical care, lldegerte
brings along her “favorite” slave, Crissy, who is lured away by abolitionists while she is
in a free state. After Richard’s death, lldegerte is left alone in Ohio and feels abandoned
and betrayed by Crissy. The second story line involves an itinerant preacher who takes
up residency on Moreland’s plantation and those plantations neighboring it. The
evangelical preacher from the North is soon revealed to be an abolitionist who is
encouraging a slave revolt in the area. The third major conflict in the book involves
Moreland’s first wife, Claudia. Claudia is a woman of ill repute and a source of great
anxiety for Eulalia-- first Claudia is only present on Eulalia’s mind, but she begins to
make appearances at the Moreland home. This comes to a climax with Claudia’s
kidnapping and Moreland’s subsequent rescue of her and Moreland’s daughter, Effie.
I list these major conflicts to point out the driving force behind this novel’s action.
The story operates around race and region- most obviously, it Is a pro-slavery story.
Hentz portrays the institution of slavery as functional and ideal so long as abolitionists
and outsiders do not interfere. Problems arise when characters are given freedom with
which they cannot cope. Her straightforward, pro-slavery point is undermined by the
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more

complicated Interactions between characters: the

conflicts go beyond a meddling

abolitionist or a misguided slave revolt.
The most successful relationships in the book exist between Northern and
Southern people: Moreland and Eulalia, or lldegerte and Richard are marriages that
span region. Hentz creates a world which stands as a defense of slavery, but she also
creates a world in which her respectable Southern family must look outside the region to
find
acceptable spouses. As a consequence of creating happy unions between the
North and South, Hentz creates unacceptable unions between Southerners.
Racial lines are less clear among the Southern characters, ranging from
Claudia’s “gipsy (sic)” lineage to the unexplained fact that Albert is “mulatto.’ There are
undertones of obsession with whiteness and darkness both in the book s narrative style
and In the characters’ interactions with one another. In examining this book, I will point
out the ways in which Hentz uses her African American and white characters as tools to
further her support of slavery. I will also examine the text’s clues that anxiety concerning
racial insurrection and misogyny is present in the author’s mind In a way that is never
directly addressed. I will closely examine Eulalia as a moral compass for the reader’s
judgements, Albert as a racially ambiguous embodiment of the least threatening
characteristics of both races, and Claudia as a problem of “hidden darkness” both for
the characters and the reader. I will also examine the slave Crissy’s relationship with the
abolitionist couple, the Softlys, In terms of its overtones of Interracial attraction.
Using the Slave to Define the Master: Albert’s role In Affirming Moreland’s ProSlavery Argument
Moreland brings Albert to the North as his only slave, despite warnings from his
Southern friends. The book recollects the exchange between Moreland and Albert
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concerning their trip to the North. Moreland asks Albert how he will respond to the
abolitionists in the North. Albert assures him: “I ain’t afraid of anything they can say and
do, to get me away from you as long as you want me to stay with you. But if you are
afraid to trust me, master, that’s another thing” (16). Moreland Is pleased with Albert’s
response and later he confides to a Northern man: “I assure you, that next to our own
kindred, we look upon our slaves as our best friends” (23). This sort of faith in one’s
slave is revisited when Moreland’s sister, lldegerte, brings her own “favorite” slave with
her on a trip to Ohio. Moreland is accurate in his judgement of Albert’s loyalty: Albert is
an absolute trope of a loyal and devoted slave, and he assures Moreland that he could
never consider leaving him.
Hentz’s story was written as a response to Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Just as Harriet
Beecher Stowe worked to drive home the evils of slavery to her audience, Caroline
Hentz uses each character to demonstrate the legitimacy and benefits of the institution
of slavery. Moreland rarely asks anything of Albert during their trip to the North-- Albert
occasionally fetches something that Moreland needs from across the room. In fact, it
seems that Moreland has brought Albert to the North in order to make a point: “I defy all
the eloquence of the North to induce Albert to leave me”(15). Moreland Is prepared to
encounter abolitionists like Mr. Hastings, and bringing Albert with him is his way of
packing the necessary evidence to support his argument. Albert becomes one of the
author’s most Important tools in conveying the book’s pro-slavery agenda. Albert also
becomes a prototype of the successful slave around which Moreland can demonstrate
his kindness and level headed patience. This is especially important In the first chapters
of the book as Moreland navigates the hostile landscape of the North. When Moreland
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argues with abolitionists, he provides articulate and calm responses to their heated
arguments. Albert serves to emphasize Moreland’s arguments in favor of slavery by
resisting the efforts of abolitionists to help him realize his freedom. While Moreland’s
opponents rely on what they have “heard” about the South, Moreland is able to use
Albert as contradictory evidence.
Hentz designs Albert’s behavior to illustrate his natural tendency towards
servitude. The “favorite” slave of Moreland is terrified by the prospect of being taken
from his master (and out of slavery). Albert depends on Moreland to provide for his most
basic needs: food and shelter. Albert laments his own inability to care for himself, a
sentiment of helplessness echoed many times by other slaves throughout the book.
Albert is written to be a childlike character. Yet his interest in Moreland is almost
maternal in its tenderness. In one scene, Albert smoothes a pillow for Moreland (his
tasks hardly exceed this for most of the story). Albert turns down the bed in a way
described as “as gently as a woman could have done”(113). These traits, along with
the text’s and character’s habit of calling him “boy,” create an image of Albert that is
childish and genderless, and the closeness between slave and master has a
homosocial quality about it. This literary castration takes away the aspects which in
Albert, as an African American man, would be considered threatening by Hentz’s white
characters. Eulalia is inherently afraid of African Americans because of her negative
experience with a runaway slave whom her father housed. The slave is described in
terms of his size and his leering scowl: the sort of trope which would become the
foundation for Jim Crow laws and the compulsion to protect white womanhood. By
contrast, Albert is celebrated for his “white” characteristics:
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“Albert was a handsome, golden-skinned youth, with shining black hair
and eyes, dressed very nearly as genteelly as his master, and who
generally attracted more attention on their Northern tour. Accustomed to
wait on his master and listen to the conversation of refined and educated
gentlemen, he had very little of the dialect of the negro, and those familiar
with the almost unintelligible jargon which delineators of the sable
character put into their lips, could not be but astonished at the propriety of
his language and pronunciation” (14).
Albert’s relationship with Moreland is extremely close, and Albert fills many of the
gaps in Moreland’s life that are left open because Moreland is without a female
companion, either a mother or wife. Albert is described as being “familiar with his
master’s varying moods”(17). After Moreland’s proposal of marriage is rejected by
Eulalia’s father, it is Albert who helps Moreland cope with his grief. Albert worries over
Moreland’s health and is extremely sensitive to his unhappiness. Hentz clarifies Albert’s
relationship with Moreland: “This ...might seem too familiar, to those unaccustomed to
the caressing freedom of manner often permitted to a favourite (sic) slave. One of
Albert’s delights was to brush his master’s hair, and bathe his temples, when suffering
from a sick and aching head,”(112-113). When Moreland faints, in a fit of despair after
being rejected by the Hastings family, it is Albert who catches him- “(Moreland) would
have fallen, had not Albert’s arms supported him”(113). Albert is a character designed
as a testament to the value of slavery and also as a foil to point out the kindness of
Moreland. The condescension of his flat characterization undercuts any importance
Albert may hold in the text.
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Hentz is writing to make a difficult point: she is trying to show that African
Americans are essentially inherently born to perform the roles of slavery and are
consequently happy to do so. At the same time, she is writing in the 1850’s, and must
address the issue of runaway slaves. She chooses to include these elements into her
characterization by splitting her African American characters into two categories:(1)
loyal and happy slaves like Albert and Crissy, whose only flaws involve their inability to
survive and cope without the direction of their owners and (2)the dangerous, runaway
slaves, who are always acting not on their own desire of freedom, but because of the
influence of some deceptive white Northern abolitionist. Later in this chapter, I will
discuss in more detail the role which slaves who have fled the South play in this story.
Interracial Encounters as Warnings: Crissy’s Liberation
If Albert’s story is one which demonstrates the unshakeable loyalty of a slave to
his master, then Crissy’s story demonstrates the dangers of bringing a slave to the
North. Moreland’s sister, lldegerte, and her ailing husband Richard travel to Ohio to visit
a specialized doctor in the hopes that they can cure Richard’s chronic respiratory
problems. The couple and their slave board at a hotel while Richard undergoes
treatment, lldegerte acknowledges her dependence on Crissy before they leave for the
North: “Never before had lldegerte acknowledged her dependence on a menial...she
leaned unconsciously on the sympathy and affection of the negro, whose faithful
attachment was coeval with her existence’’(222). The language of this passage
suggests a weakness in lldegerte. The passage also recalls Moreland’s close
relationship with Albert, particularly when Moreland falls ill and Albert helps nurse him
back to health. This comment might be Hentz’s acknowledgement of the South’s
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the
dependence on slaves; although, like lldegerte, Hentz never

directly addresses
of slavery in maintaining

subject, her admission about lldegerte confirms the importance
the South of The Planter’s Northern Bride.
meets the Softlys. an
'^hile Crissy is in Ohio with lldegerte and Richard, she
with her, the couple
abolitionist couple boarding at the same hotel. After many visits
attributes
convince Crissy to run away from lldegerte and Richard. The text large y
Crissy’s decision to her interest in the prospect of making a

lot of money as a free

woman: “Crissy’s weak point was a love of money-a love of gain. It was o
incision was made...She began to think that if she had been happy and conte
before, it was only because she didn’t know any better”(270-271). The couple
advantage of Crissy’s malleable mind to convince her that she should flee fro
owners. The Softlys have great influence over Crissy: “Mr. Softly...talked to Crissy
condescending, patronizing way, that was quite irresistible” (269). That Crissy is drawn
to the Softlys’ condescension reiterates her helplessness. The description of Mr. Softly’s
manner of speaking with Crissy evokes the way one speaks to a pet- Hentz depicts
Crissy as a person naturally inclined to this sort of persuasion. Up until the moment
when Crissy begins to interact with the Softlys, her visit to the North had “rather
confirmed than shook her fidelity and loyalty” to her life as a slave (268). The Softlys are
“a dangerous influence, which, gradually winding round her, found where she was most
vulnerable, and fastened on the weak spot”(268). The Softlys are largely described In
terms of their appearance, and Crissy’s attraction appears to be largely concerned with
their appearance and mannerisms as well. The couple are described as being almost
unnaturally white: Mrs. Softly...had very light hair, and very light eyes, almost white, with
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no perceptible eyebrows or eyelashes...Her husband was the softened image of herself,
having, if possible, still lighter hair and eyes,- and, if possible, still more indefinite
brows”(269). The reason for the Softlys’ extensive power over Crissy is never
explained, and the mystery behind it is not addressed. After an extended time with the
couple “Crissy grew weak and impotent, till she became a passive tool in their soft.
insinuating hands”(271).
Crissy’s escape is told in the language of nightmares. She travels by night, up
river on a small boat. As she travels, the landscape becomes a reflection of her doubts:
“She looked at the banks with their dark fringe-work of swaying boughs, and
shuddered,- it seemed so like the sweeping of lldegerte’s long, black hair. She looked
down into the river,- the deep, rippling shining river, -and looking right up to her,
through the quivering brightness; she could see her master’s large, languishing blue
eyes, and his long fair hair curling in the water”(282). Crissy also experiences
hallucinations of her husband’s and children’s voices. The landscape of the North
quickly becomes sinister. Along with the ghostly images which taunt her, Crissy is
exposed to the “river damp”(282) without anyone to cover her in a blanket. When
Crissy arrives at the proposed house in which she will hide, she has grown very ill. Her
inability to function as a free woman is expressed in her Illness. Crissy felt “a soreness
and aching in her limbs, a heaviness and weight upon the brain, that made her want to
lean against something for support”(379). Crissy is insulted by the opinion which the
residents of her safe house have about her; when an older woman calls her a “poor
sickly thing”(383)she resents it greatly, both on her own behalf and on the behalf of
lldegerte’s reputation as a slave owner. Several comments are made concerning
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Crissy’s prominent cheekbones and consequently “hollow cheeks”(384). As she begins
to feel more and more degraded by these assumptions, Crissy fantasizes about stuffing
her cheeks with cotton to "take away the reproach of past unkindness on the part of her
mistress” (384). As she learns more about her Northern hosts, It becomes clear that she
will be doing harder manual labor than she had ever experienced at home. The text
leaves Crissy in turmoil over her decision to leave her masters, and a few chapters later
she turns up again at the Moreland plantation. A sparse three sentences are devoted to
her return: “Are we mistaken, or is indeed our old friend, Crissy, come back, like a
wandering sheep, to the fold? If it is, we verily believe she has stuffed her cheeks with
cotton, they look so much fuller and rounder than we have ever seen them before. She
must have been feasting on the fatted calf of welcome, and revelling (sic) in the joys of
restoration” (399).
Crissy’s experience raises questions about Hentz’s decisions in creating her
characters. Namely, why did she go to such lengths to describe the Softlys as unnatural
and ghostlike in their paleness? The white Northern characters in this book are
frequently paler and fairer than the white Southerners, but the Softlys are by far the
palest and the most extensively described. Crissy’s decision to run away from her family
may have been ostensibly related to her desire for greater material wealth, but her
interaction with the Softlys is undeniably based on interracial attraction. A subtextual
awareness of and an anxiety towards the interaction (both sexual and nonsexual)
between races Is present in the relationship between the Softlys and Crissy.
The Dangers of Mixed or Darkened Blood: The “taint” in Claudia and Effie
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Claudia is the most dangerous and unpredictable character in the book. Her
appearance is deceiving: she appears to be a plantation mistress who belongs in the
same upper class as Eulalia or lldegerte. But her beautiful exterior and significant
wealth mask her tendency towards wild behavior and a willful nature. Claudia’s
character flaws are attributed to her heritage- her willfulness is “in her blood.” Claudia
was born to Italian parents who were itinerant musicians and travelled around the
United States as performers. In a lengthy aside Hentz explains that one day when
Claudia was very young, a wealthy widow looked out her window and saw beautiful
Claudia dancing while her parents performed music. The childless widow was disturbed
by the fate she imagined for Claudia, so she adopted her under the agreement that the
parents should have no contact with Claudia.
Claudia’s presence in the book suggests a social disorder in the antebellum
South. The lines of society are so blurred that Moreland embraced a relationship with a
woman of “gipsy” heritage. Claudia was raised in polite Southern society, and the widow
proved to be “a great restraining influence” for Claudia (374). Claudia’s Initial contact
with “true womanhood” helped repress her natural tendencies toward aggressive and
impulsive behavior. Under the influence of her adopted mother, Claudia grew up and
married Moreland. Shortly after their marriage, Claudia’s adopted mother died, and
Claudia’s biological mother came back Into her life. Claudia’s adopted mother embodies
the same ideals of motherhood which Eula embodies: Claudia’s adopted mother
embraced Claudia and helped reform her imperfections. In the same tradition, Eula is
attempting to raise Claudia’s daughter, Effie, in the same spirit of charity. After Claudia
was reunited with her biological mother, she quickly descended into her “natural” self by
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“leading an abandoned life...ii ntroducing her unprincipled companions into his household
during his absence, and making his home a scene of midnight revelry”(375). Rather
than aiiow the reader to think of Moreiand as a poor judge of character (or a man
blinded by passion), the text pinpoints Claudia as the fault of their unhappy marriage.
Claudia “loved the associations of the wild lawlessness of her early life, awakened by
her (biological mother’s) presence; and she had more fellowship of feeling with the gay,
unprincipled men, who had lately frequented the house, than with her noble and
highminded husband”(375-376) Claudia’s true nature was hidden from Moreland and
awakened by the return of her mother. This “hidden blood” makes even her appearance
a deception. Moreland is pitied for being tricked while Claudia receives scorn for her
questionable past. Hentz warns the reader: “Evil qualities, like physical diseases, are
often hereditary...The taint was in Claudia’s blood” (377). This plot line is another
building block in the agenda of The Planter’s Northern Bride: namely, that the crossing
of social lines, which are closely tied to racial lines in this case, leads to unhappiness
and unnatural unions. In playing in the dark, Toni Morrison addresses the literary
obsession with associating blood with race. Morrison recognizes this classification of
blood as a fetishization: “Blood, for example, is a pervasive fetish: black blood, white
blood, the purity of blood; the purity of white female sexuality, the pollution of African
blood and sex” (Morrison, 68). Claudia’s “blood” is never implicitly linked to African
descent but the “tainf which Hentz describes becomes shorthand for “blackness.” This
is even clearer when she is observed in contrast to Eulalia.
Claudia is an effective foil for Eulalia, as they share few characteristics. Where
Claudia is unreasonable and willful, Eulalia is calm and submissive, and while Claudia is
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a fearsome mistress over her slaves, Eulalia is loving and kind. When Claudia visits the
Moreland household, the Moreland slaves express great joy in not being under her
control any longer. Of course, Hentz had to create a character without flaw in order to
convince her imagined Northern audience that Eulalia’s judgement of slavery was so
infallible that it could not be questioned. But while Claudia acts as a foil, she was not a
necessary part of the story: Claudia, Effie, and Moreland’s entire first marriage could be
left out of The Planter’s Northern Bride and it would maintain largely the same plot.
Claudia exists as a strange warning about unclear lineage and shadowy pasts.
While she helps shed an even more celebratory light on Eulalia, Claudia’s
presence in the text also brings about some problems: What is the reader to make of
Moreland’s severely poor judgement in marrying a woman with such moral disrepute
boiling under the surface? Why is lldegerte almost identical in appearance to Claudia?
The flaws in Claudia are attributed to her Italian heritage and her susceptibility to
negative Influences from her mother and the other “gypsies”. Claudia’s “darkness” was
invisible to Moreland during their courtship. Now, Effie acts a a constant reminder of her
mother’s willful nature. Eula’s influence eventually helps Effie become a more
acceptable young woman. But the reader Is reminded of Claudia, who quickly
abandoned the instruction of her adopted mother after the woman’s death. Eulalia is
acting with the same good intentions as Claudia’s adopted mother did; then the reader
must wonder what will become of Effie when she is an adult and no longer under the
supervision of Eulalia. If she should follow her mother’s path, her future seems to be an
unhappy one.
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Claudia’s character conveys the message that darkness is being hidden
deceptively in white women, and by extension, in the South. This theory is reinforced by
the fact that based on physical features alone, Claudia closely resembles Moreland’s
sister lldegerte. Hentz’s intention might have been to legitimize Moreland’s mistake by
allowing Claudia to resemble a woman of the upper class, but it also raises the
possibility that darkness and “blackness” are embedded In the South so deeply that they
lurk In varying degrees among even the upper class of white society. This idea leaves
the preservation of whiteness to women like Eulalia. In an article about The Birth of a
Nation, a pro-South film about the Cvll War, critic Richard Dyer points out the same
trend. In the chaotic time of Southern Reconstruction, this 1915 movie offers a Northern
woman as “the best hope of the white race”(Dyer 172). The film also identifies “mixed
blood” characters as the most dangerous- possessing, presumably, the most negative
aspects of both races. In both The Planter’s Northern Bride and The Birth ofa Nation,
mulatto characters are exclusive to the South, while the North “comes to the rescue of
southern miscegenation”(Dyer 174). In the case of The Planter’s Northern Bride,
Eulalia “rescues” Moreland from the shame of his brief marriage to Claudia.
The Southern women in The Planter’s Norther Bride, Including Moreland’s sister,
are “darker” than Eulalia, lldegerte and Claudia’s aforementioned resemblance to one
another also evokes the physical appearance of Albert, the Moreland family’s mixed
race slave. Albert’s, “shining black eyes” are also described as being a defining feature
on both Claudia and lldegerte’s faces (15). lldegerte is described as having “black and
shining hair” and “eyes, of the same colour (sic) as her hair, have the softness and
richness of satin, though a spark in the centre, of quick, flashing light, shows that there
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is fire beneath all that gentle brilliancy” (209). Ildegerte’s description has undeniable
similarities with Claudia’s. Claudia has “large, black, resplendent yet repelling eyes,” a
“pale, olive cheek” and “raven black hair” (362-3). When Moreland visits Claudia on her
deathbed, he cannot resist being “hurled back” into their romantic past when he meets
her gaze (467). Claudia possesses such a powerful beauty that she is still able to tempt
Moreland, even briefly. This moment is a subtle reminder to Hentz’s female readers: It is
the job of a wife to control her husband’s passions, particularly those that are
extramarital.
Claudia is “hated”(230) by both the slaves Moreland owns and the slaves she
owns as a divorced woman. She dies without any family, friends, or even the love of her
biological daughter. Claudia is a social problem because she does not belong in any
social group. She has the relatively unique position of being considered “not white” but
having the status of an upper class, free woman. Claudia is not contained by slavery,
like Albert, and she Is not welcome in the society in which Moreland and Eulalia would
belong. Instead, she acts as a recurring nightmare for the Moreland family’s peace.
White Womanhood Which Spans Region
Eulalia Is the model by which the reader Is encouraged to judge all the other
women in the book. Hentz extolls her purity for many pages. In a typical moment of awe
and love, Moreland confides that the place which Eulalia holds In his heart was reserved
for angels. Hentz constructed this story carefully to give maximum flattery to her
Northern heroine (and by default her Northern readers), in order for her pro-slavery
point to be considered the most legitimate. Her creation of a character who acts as a
perfect moral compass is a great tool for furthering her book’s agenda. Eulalia Is open
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minded against all odds: raised by a frantic abolitionist father, she still allows Moreland
the opportunity to convince her of slavery’s “true” nature in his idyllic Southern
plantation. She is compared to angels and even to the Virgin Mary(205)several times
throughout the text. Eulalia Is a model of charitable behavior and she possess an open
mind, much to Moreland’s benefit. Hentz is careful in creating a character with
unwaveringly moral behavior.
When Eulalia travels South as a new bride, she allows Moreland to instruct her
on the realities of slavery. Moreland takes her to the slave quarters on his plantation,
and introduces her to each slave. Eulalia is touched by the enthusiasm and warmth of
the slaves’ reactions, and she sees her husband in an even better light as “a kind and
indulgent master” to his loyal slaves (332). But before Eulalia experiences the familial
relationship between Moreland and his slaves, she must overcome her seemingly
inherent fear of African American men. Her fear stems back to her father’s harboring of
a runaway slave. As soon as the man began staying In the Hastings’ home, Eulalia fell
ill. She revisits her phobia on her inaugural trip South with Moreland. The couple travel
by steamboat, and during the first night on the boat an African American man jumps off
the boat. Moreland volunteers to resuscitate the man, but he is not successful. Eulalia is
quite traumatized by this event; that night she is kept awake by the vision of a “large,
black dripping form, with glazed, half-opened eyes, and mouth through which the
ghastly Ivory gleamed, seemed lying before her, huge, cold, and still” (188). She
imagines this event as “a black, gigantic barrier between her and the fair, flowery land to
which her bridegroom’s hand was leading her” (188). This experience is worsened by
the choppy river, which causes the boat to rock incessantly. The morning brings
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smoother waters, and Eulalia’s fears are calmed by Moreland’s presence. But her
anxieties among African Americans are never entirely abandoned. While Eulalia is
touched by the warm reception she gets from Moreland’s slaves, she is initially shocked
and overwhelmed by the number of slaves on the plantation: "It seemed as if she were
watching the progress of a great eclipse, that soon she would be enveloped in total
darkness” (331). Eulalia’s anxieties are deeper than an immediate fear of a slave
insurrection. In the image of an eclipse, she seems to Imagine the future of the white
race. Eulalia imagines herself “a mere speck of light, in the midst of shadows. How easy
it would be to extinguish her!” (331). Her anxieties are all made calmer by her husband’s
authority and control over his slaves, and they are intended to reflect the Northerner’s
feelings about African Americans. In the North, Eulalia had limited contact with African
Americans. Perhaps her most vivid experience involved a fugitive slave who her father
harbored, an event which ended with the family being terrorized by the fugitive slave.
Eulalia seems preternaturally terrified of African Americans. Keeping in mind her
unshakeable moral righteousness, her fear of African Americans also becomes a
building block for a trope which helped lay the foundation for the Black Codes and Jim
Crow Laws of the post-Reconstruction era in the South. The image of African American
men as sexual predators and dangers to white women is being affirmed by Eulalia’s
fears.
Eulalia never completely lets go of her horror of African American men, and her
nightmares actually foreshadow the attempted slave insurrection which occurs on the
Moreland property, led by a white abolitionist and a male slave who worked as a
blacksmith. The male slave, Vulcan, greatly resembles the type of man which Eulalia
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fears. Vulcan is the only slave who did not repent his plans of revolt; “all his dark and
angry passions had been whetted on the edge of the murderous weapons hidden
beneath his shop” (506). Hentz is approving Eulalia’s fear of African American men,
even as she is advocating her character’s lives in a slave-owning society. This moment
seems contradictory: Hentz has been forced to acknowledge the reality of racial
anxieties in the South, but she is still presenting a vision of the slave-owning South that
is without tension. It is an odd moment in a book designed to rebuke Uncle Tom’s
Cabin. At least one critic suggests that this "undermines the southern claim that slavery
was redeemed by domestic affections” (Mackethan 38). Without argument it
acknowledges the anxieties and racial tension that are otherwise subtextual In Hentz’s
work. Still, the fantasy remains intact: the slave revolt is foiled by Moreland, who quickly
convinces all of his slaves to abandon their plans of Insurrection. None of the slaves Is
held accountable for their actions because they were led by a white man. After all,
Hentz reminds the readers, the slaves were content with their lifestyle. It was only the
deception of an outsider that could breed discontent among them.“The negroes were
pardoned, as their ringleader was white...the domestic establishment of Moreland
resumed its usual peaceful and cheerful aspect”(529). The reader is left with an equally
contradictory message, if Hentz’s book Is considered to have been written with
interregional reconciliation In mind: so long as Northerners do not interfere with the
slaves and slave owners in the South, the Institution is without problems.
Eulalia’s Interactions with her stepdaughter, Effie, are more supportive of
interregional contact; they also highlight Eulalia’s superiority as a woman and mother.
The text uses Effie as a constant reminder of Moreland’s and Claudia’s union. Being the
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one
lasting product of the marriage, Effie is a vessel for Moreland s genteelness to
battle

against Claudia’s uncontrolled passion and impatience. Eulalia’s calming

presence helps calm the ill behaved little girl- at moments her willful nature is inflamed
by some command or authority figure. Eulalia’s soothing influence will bring out the best
in Effie. Before Eulalia’s arrival in the South with Moreland, lldegerte was the chief
female influence over Effie’s rearing, lldegerte seems impartial or resigned to Effie s
headstrong behavior. Eulalia is able to bring out the best in Effie. This stands as another
testament to her superiority in fields of womanhood— even though Eulalia is not yet a
mother, she is able to do a better job raising Effie than Claudia or lldegerte.
It Is in the politics of raising Effie that the meanings of blackness, whiteness, and
Northern and Southern are mapped out among the female characters of the book. Child
rearing was a decidedly feminine activity, underscored by Moreland’s earlier confession
that he could not love his daughter because she was a constant reminder of the evil
Claudia (205). Eulalia’s ability to control Effie’s bad behavior gives the reader hope for
the young girl’s future. Eulalia literally eases the anger from the child: “Then, whispering
in Effie’s ear a few words which seemed to have the effect of magic, while she (Eulalia)
bent upon her her soft, serene, dark eyes; the child remained perfectly still a moment,
while the angry crimson faded from its cheek’’(311). Effie’s volatile behavior is
reminiscent of her mother’s, but Eulalia is able to calm her with her maternal skills.
With Eulalia in the role of stepmother, Effie has a better chance of becoming a
respectable adult, like her father and stepmother, instead of the sort of willful woman of
ill repute like Claudia. The marriage of Moreland and Eulalia will save Effie from a life
like Claudia’s. The same hope is presented to the reader in regional metaphor: the
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North
and South, should the North agree with the issue of slavery, can create a better
union. The North's earnestness can help control any Southern willfulness- or, in another
aanse, the North’s whiteness can help combat any of the South’s residual blackness
from living in a society heavily populated with people of varying degrees of “black,”
Nentz’s intentions of creating a sort of pre-Civil War reconciliation romance are
perhaps clearest in the comparison of lldegerte and Eulalia. Both women are in
interregional

marriages; lldgerte’s husband is from Ohio. He is a wan, blue eyed, thin

man
suffering from some vague and painful chronic coughing disease. The man has
been
since his marriage’(210) declining rapidly in health, and lldegerte is the only
character who lives in denial of the fact of her husband’s imminent death, lldegerte is
flippant

about disciplining Effie in any substantial way. She shrugs off the concept of

disciplining any child under five years old (214). lldegerte is sometimes impatient with
social niceties. “She was too impulsive for policy, too careless of the opinion of others,
to affect an interest which she did not feel” (269). These traits make up a character who,
when compared to Eulalia, is not a model of true womanhood. Hentz’s decision to make
Eulalia a superior woman was strategic-- in choosing the Northern transplant as the
best embodiment of ideal womanhood, Hentz flatters her potential Northern readers,
creates an

unwavering morality in Eulalia, and conveys the South’s need for the North,

lldegerte is surprised that “ the North gave birth to such an angel”(218), and Hentz
makes it clear that Eulalia is the superior woman of the house, lldegerte is quickly
whisked out of the story and up North to visit a doctor with her husband, and the reader
is left with

alternating chapters following each story. Within a few chapters of meeting

her, Hentz takes the Southern woman out of the South- leaving lldegerte relatively
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reinnagining of the concept of a reconciliation romance. The Planter's Northern Bride
helps lay the tracks for arguments that become the foundation of white supremacist
rhetoric.
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Chapter Two
The Social “Others” of Magnolia Vale: Hentz’s Racial Shorthand in Classifying
White Southern Society In Eoline; or, Magnolia Vale
Caroline Hentz’s Eoline is an examination of social boundaries in white Southern
society. The book sets up complicated relationships between its characters; the
interactions can be read as a mapping of the racial and social politics of the antebellum
South, particularly concerning social boundaries and white womanhood. The women of
Hentz’s book are marginally successful as independents, but they flourish when
returned to their “natural” places. Louisa, a Northern girl of weak constitution who
teaches with the book’s hero, Eoline comes into better health after she returns to the
North and becomes engaged to a preacher. Eoline flourishes after she marries her
betrothed, Horace Cleveland, and returns to her home where there are many slaves
who look after her. Jerusha, a student who embodies many tropes of a lower-class
white Southerner, comes to Magnolia Vale only to find she is extremely unhappy among
her more refined peers. This book obsesses over social place, and in these examples of
displacement Hentz seeks to instruct her readers in the benefits of maintaining the
social class into which one was born.
The story follows Eoline Glenmore, a young white Southern woman who leaves
her comfortable life on a plantation after disobeying her father. Eoline’s mother is dead,
and her immediate family consists of her father and her little brother, Willie. When
Eoline refuses to marry Horace Cleveland, the man to whom she has been engaged
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her refusal becomes the reason for the estrangement from her father.

Moline is a gif,gd ginger and piano player, and so she decides to support herself by
teaching music at an all-girls’ school. While teaching, she meets and befriends a man
named St. Leon. St. Leon shares Eoline’s passion for music, and he is quickly hired to
teach music lessons at the same school. St. Leon proves to be less stable than he
initially seems, and at the climax of the book he is prostrate over his unrequited love for
Eoline. Eoline’s time at the school is peppered by visits from Horace Cleveland, and his
last visit coincides with the beginning of St. Leon’s illness. Just as Horace Cleveland
and Eoline are about to discover their mutual love, Eoline is forced to make a promise of
commitment to St. Leon in order to revive him on his would-be death bed. Eoline feels
obligated to marry the quickly restored St. Leon, and she is only freed from her
commitment by an eleventh hour revelation that St. Leon had abandoned another
woman to whom he had committed himself. The events surrounding St. Leon are at the
core of Hentz’s social commentary. While Eoline is adored for her fiery spirit by narrator
and characters alike, Hentz’s book implies that her adventures are best experienced
vicariously rather than imitated by her readers. After all, Eoline’s father and Horace
Cleveland’s father were right In the end: the couple are happily married and order is
restored.
The message is this: Hentz’s young women are happiest and most successful in
their “natural” places in society. Yes, the book’s message of women requiring guidance
is an idea that has been around for a long time. It is complicated, but eventually
affirmed, by Hentz’s headstrong but admirable Eoline. The book does more than affirm
a patriarchal society, it creates a womanhood which reasserts the necessity of a system
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of slavery to support the lifestyle which makes unions like that between Eoline and
Horace Cleveland possible. The white women in Eoline are endangered by their
interactions with characters who are not of the same social standing. Hentz creates a
Southern white womanhood which must be protected by maintaining social boundaries.
In doing so she underscores the South’s need to maintain its social structure; the
structure in question relies heavily on maintaining the institution of slavery and all of the
racial and class boundaries which make up the society.
Iri exploring Eoline, I wish to examine the ways in which Hentz’s characters are
used as tools to reiterate the boundaries of white womanhood and warn against the
transcendence of social and racial boundaries. There are few African American
characters in this book, but Toni Morrison’s idea of an “Africanist Presence” is
undeniable in the coding of characters as inferior through traits which are shorthand for
“black.” In Playing in the Dark, Morrison calls this tactic “metonymic displacement.” The
tactic “counts on the reader’s complicity in the dismissal”(68). Morrison lists “color
coding” as one of the metonyms that stand in for a less displaced form of African
character. Hentz achieves the same effect through her use of dialect and weaknesses
in character. She “blackens” her social misfits, especially the characters Jerusha and St
Leone, in order to better contrast the white womanhood being cultivated in Eoline. While
Hentz creates foils for Eoline, she also projects anxiety onto these characters when they
become examples of the complications which occur when people overstep their social
boundaries. The social anxiety projected is easily translated to racial anxiety and the
fears of racial “mixing,” either socially (with Jerusha) or sexually (with St. Leon).
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Magnolia Vale: Cultivating Womanhood and Housing Social Misfits
Magnolia Vale and its teachers exist on the outskirts of the well ordered society
from which Eoline has fled. The girls at the school are largely of upper-class white
families, and their education at the school is as much about learning etiquette and social
graces as it is about studying literature and the classics. The occupation of a teacher is
one which Eoline feels is beneath her. When she is introduced to St. Leon as a music
teacher, she is embarrassed (90). The school is run by Uncle Ben and his niece, Miss
Manly. Neither uncle nor niece is married, and they often sen/e as the comic relief in
this story. Hentz hints that Eoline is destined to live in a world of spinsters and
unmarried, feeble minded men if she continues supporting herself through teaching.
Uncle Ben and Miss Manly are viewed with affection, but with little respect by their
students. Uncle Ben is ostensibly the the owner of Magnolia Vale, but the school is run
by Miss Manly. Uncle Ben is characterized as “not remarkable for foresighf (87) and he
more often encourages the students’ disregard of Miss Manly than he does enforce any
sort of respect. He is described, at times, in language which evokes a man-child type of
character. On a picnic, “Uncle Ben frolicked and capered like a big boy just let loose
from school”(78) and later he says of himself: “who says I am old? It’s no such thing--l
am nothing but a boy, after all!” (82).
Hentz’s treatment of Uncle Ben resembles her treatment of slaves in The
Planter’s Northern Bride, a novel much more concerned with the characterization of
slaves, as it is primarily a book with a pro-slavery agenda. A tendency that defines all of
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Hentz’s slave characters IS
i a sort of gender-neutral quality which is intended to make
her male and female slaves seem incapable of any sexual desire, and consequently this
diverts the reader’s attentions from any possibilities of miscegenation. But what is
Hentz’s purpose of making Uncle Ben a character void of sexual identity and to some
extent void of an adult capacity for responsibility? Hentz’s reasoning must include
avoiding a reader’s misinterpretation of Uncle Ben’s motives for running an all girls’
boarding school. Until the appearance of non-boarder St. Leon, Uncle Ben appears to
be the only man in Magnolia Vale. Hentz guards Uncle Ben’s honorable intentions by
making it impossible to imagine his sexual interest in a young girl. At the same time.
Uncle Ben and St. Leon represent the sort of “others” of society, men that lack
masculinity, that Eollne will find if she stays in the sphere of a working woman. While
Uncle Ben seems helpless and pitiable, St. Leon is a more of a threat, as I will explore
in more detail later in this paper.
When Uncle Ben explains to his students how he ended up an unmarried middleaged man, his story reveals his own rejection of social norms. His position does not
mirror Eollne’s exactly, but he serves as a warning for both Hentz’s heroine and her
readers. Uncle Ben explains how he became a “musty old bachelor”:‘Why, I loved
every body so much I could not make up my mind to love but one at a time; and then I
thought I should keep young as long as I lived, and that there was no use in being in a
hurry, when, one morning, would you believe it, pussies, I waked up and found myself
an old man!” (82).
Miss Manly’s reasons for remaining unmarried are less clear. Uncle Ben’s
explanation hints at promiscuity and indecisiveness, both of which would be less
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acceptable from Miss Manly’s character. Miss Manly appears to resent Eoline for her
youth and popularity; the tension between the women characterizes their relationship.
When Eoline confronts Miss Manly about Jerusha, her unpleasant roommate, Eoline is
conscious “that Miss Manly had never liked her independence, and self-reliance, and
was glad of annoying her in a manner most repugnant to her refined and fastidious
taste” (125). Further tension occurs because of Miss Manly’s affections for St. Leon,
which reveal the weaknesses of both characters: St. Leon becomes despicable for his
insincere interest in Miss Manly, and Miss Manly is too flattered to see through his ruse.
Miss Manly’s judgement about St. Leon is clouded, presumably because her status as
an older, unmarried woman has made her grateful for the attentions of any man,
especially the handsome and charming St. Leon. Miss Manly’s interest in St. Leon does
soften her otherwise steely persona. Contrary to her last name, Miss Manly has
committed her life to schooling young women on the finer points of womanhood. Miss
Manly is masculinized by her position of authority. As the primary administrator of
Magnolia Vale, Miss Manly takes on the role which traditionally might belong to Uncle
Ben- she must keep Magnolia Vale in working order, and so she is always delivering
instructions to the students. For this reason, the girls at Magnolia Vale call her‘The
Colonel” behind her back, a joke to which even Eoline and Uncle Ben are party.
If Miss Manly is a warning of what Eoline could become, then their interaction
with St. Leon marks the unmarried woman’s decline in judgement: while both are initially
fond of St. Leon, Eoline begins to see him as a weak and deceptive individual while
Miss Manly remains devoted to him. Miss Manly is easily persuaded by affection. She
enjoys St. Leon’s attention so much that she resents Eoline’s perceived competition.
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rather than

acknowledging St. Leon’s insincerity. This quality of being easily flattered

and easily deceived is renniniscent of Hentz’s character Crissy from The Planter’s
Northern Bride. Crissy, a slave, Is seduced by a pair of attentive and flattering
abolitionists. She runs away from her kind mistress and Is full of remorse about her
decision. Like Crissy, Miss Manly Is easily charmed-her interactions with St. Leon are
less disastrous than those between Crissy and the abolitionists, but this element of her
character is indicative of the same weakness. Hentz points out that an unchaperoned,
unmarried young woman is likely to make poor choices-- Eoline is initially flattered by
and interested in St. Leon. But it seems there is little hope for Miss Manly.
Despite its potentially weighty material (an estranged daughter, a man on his
deathbed over a broken heart), Eoline is a light hearted book. The characters whom
Hentz could play for tragedy, like the sadly unmarried Miss Manly and the lonely and
outcast Jerusha, are often comic relief. These two women exist as trials for Eoline, and
it is unlikely that she would have encountered an unmarried school teacher or a typical
mountain girl” had she not strayed from her father’s home. Over the course of the book,
Eoline begins to embrace the domestic ideals of submission to men: in the end, she
conforms to the marriage that her father wanted all along. Any lessons our hero might
have learned from the variety of people she has met are obscured by the larger point of
Hentz’s story, which is a tribute to the benefits of a well ordered society.
Jerusha Spots: The “Blackening” of Lower Class Whites
During Eoline’s time at Magnolia Vale she becomes close with some of the
students and with her fellow teacher, Louisa. The characters with whom she bonds are
young women of backgrounds similar to her own. The only student with whom she finds
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conflict is a young woman named Jerusha Spots, who arrives midterm and is assigned
to be Eoline's roommate. Jerusha is immediately distinguished from the other students
by her speech; whiie the other girls speak with the same diction as Eoline and the
narrator, Jerusha's speech is a kind of dialect. When Jerusha explains how she came to
share a room with Eoline, she says "'Twas a woman as tall as a steeple, that ordered
every body about, and told the folks to bring my trunks up to Miss Glenmore’s room.
Ain’t that your name?” Eoline is immediately repelled by her “coarse and ill-bred
companion”(122). The only other characters who speak in dialect in the text are the
slaves with whom Eoline speaks before she leaves her father’s home. Lest the reader
be confused about this new dialect-spouting character, Jerusha quickly asserts her
presumed place in society: “1 wish 1 was to home,that I do. I don’t want to stay here and
be snubbed. Pa’s as rich as any body, and has got as many niggers, too”(122). The
Spots family owns slaves, but they are still set apart from the other wealthy white
characters. Despite her family’s apparent wealth, Jerusha is not accepted in the same
class as Eoline. Hentz proposes a natural social rank which cannot successfully be
transcended. The belief in an intended social standing is one of the foundations for pro
slavery rhetoric. Jerusha demonstrates that philosophy- her attempt at “rising” to a
different social class was unsuccessful. Jerusha’s dialect, outspokenness and her
ignorance of appropriate etiquette all distinguish her from the other young women at
Magnoiia Vale, and especially from Eoline.
Jerusha goes on to reveal that her family came into a great deal of money thanks
to a wealthy great aunt. Jerusha is from a lower class white family who was propelled
into the upper class strata. Jerusha is another social oddity forced into Eoline’s life at
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Magnolia Vale- she joins the unmarried Miss Manly and Uncle Ben. The Spots family
are financially able to send Jerusha to a school intended for upper class young women;
Jerusha’s father even gives Miss Manly “a carte-blanche, to be filled as her judgement
directed to supply his daughter’s wardrobe”(136). But Jerusha does not fit in with the
other girls: “Her nature had become too completely animalized, for immortal longings to
be awakened with in it” (136). The teachers at school find it impossible to mold Jerusha
into a lady. During her time at schooi, Jerusha is forced to confront the inferiority of her
family- when Eoline scolds her for chewing tobacco, Jerusha protests "it don’t hurt
nobody, and my ma wouldn’t do nothing bad, I know”(133). Eventually, Eoline
convinces Miss Manly to move Jerusha to another room. The act hurts Jerusha, and
she tells Eoline “I ain’t agoing to be hauled about from pillar to post, as if I was nobodywhen I’m as good as any body. My pa is as smart as other folk’s pa’s, and my ma, too.
They won’t see me snubbed”(155). Still, the text views Jerusha as a largely
unsympathetic character. Eoline acts as the book’s hero and primary focalizer, and the
reader only sees Jerusha described In terms of annoyance. She is an unwelcome
intrusion at this institution devoted to molding white womanhood, and as an outsider she
complicates the text and cannot be seen sympathetically. Hentz “blackens” Jerusha, not
with any direct illusions to race, but through her use of dialect and her clear noneligibility to attend Magnolia Vale.
Jerusha’s exaggerated pretenses mirror those of the slaves Caesar and Gatty,
who exchange thoughts on their respective masters’ romances in the style of a minstrel
show:

(I (

Now, Caesar, you knows nothing at all ‘bout the dillicacy of the fair sex,’ replied

Gatty, tossing up her eyes with a look of lofty experience,‘my mistress wan’t a gontu
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saxifrize herself for nothing...’" (251). Caesar replies in similar dialect, and the scene
ends with the two “discussing the fair sex in general, and Eoline in particular”(251).
Hentz’s slaves are never concerned with their own lives,;rather, all attention and
emotion is directed toward those of their masters. This makes the slaves simple
character foils for the white characters, and emphasizes the idea that without white
people to serve, an African American’s life would be without meaning. There are few
encounters with slaves In this text, but Hentz plays on the “shorthand” for African
Americans as a method of conveying a character’s inferiority to Eoline and her ilk. Toni
Morrison identifies this tactic In literature as a method “to omit and distance a
subordinate class from realms of value and esteem”(Morrison, 67). Hentz writes an
exchange between two characters that is read as comic, but the comedy Is based on
the slaves’ implied inferiority to the narrator, the white characters and the imagined
audience. Jerusha’s dialect is written to convey inferiority to the reader, and so
Jerusha’s potentially painful story of Isolation and loneliness is only a humorous
anecdote which contributes to Eoline’s plight at Magnolia Vale.
Jerusha is never given any measure of sympathy from Eoline or the narrator. The
girl Is written to be a nuisance: she invades Eoline’s most personal space (her room is
described as a haven for her favorite students and Louisa, making it a place reserved
for true womanhood.) Eoline feels no remorse about her treatment of Jerusha, and
when her path crosses the Spots family again, she is repulsed by the entire family. On
her way home from Magnolia Vale with her father and little brother, they pass the Spots’
house, and Jerusha addresses Eoline as “my teacher”(226). Eoline is ashamed to be
addressed so informally by Jerusha, and her father is greatly offended at the familiarity
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with which Jerusha treats Eoline. He scolds Eoline for disgracing her family and she
does not contradict him. Perhaps most indicative of Hentz’s belief in natural social
places, Eoline’s younger brother is inherently repulsed by Jerusha, almost to the point
of fear; he calls her “that big, ugly girl" (226). Mr. Glenmore tells his daughter that she
has “disgraced your family forever,” (226) and Eoline does not contradict him.
The Creole Outsider: St. Leone, Eoline’s Other Suitor
Hentz subtly gives Uncle Ben and Jerusha the traits otherwise associated with
African Americans in her work. The message seems to be that lines blur when Eoline
ventures out of the society into which she was born. But even more than Jerusha and
Uncle Ben, Eoline’s admirer and fellow music lover St. Leon is a man who confuses the
rules of society. Her entanglement with St. Leon almost leads to her betrothal to him,
something which would have left her in the more confusing, less structured society of
St. Leon and Magnolia Vale. St. Leon is reminiscent of Hentz’s Claudia from The
Planter’s Northern Bride: both characters are deceptively appealing upon first
impression but quickly unravel as our heroes learn more about them. In the case of St.
Leon, the initial impression is of an “aristocratic” music lover (90). He meets Eoline
during a May Day picnic, and they quickly bond over their love of music. St. Leon’s
entrance into the story is marked by a sudden and severe darkening of the sky and a
rainstorm, which serves as a warning of his destructive presence and vague past. Hentz
addresses St. Leon’s Creole background, a lineage that she qualifies as its own race:
“St. Leon was a Creole, the son of a Creole planter, of Louisiana. It is believed that the
race from which he sprang is more distinguished for beauty of person, grace of
disposition, than for the stern and hardy virtues. It was certainly so with St. Leon...Even
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if nature had planted in his mind the germs of a firmer character, the indolence and
luxury of his life had never allowed their expansion"(162). St. Leon is able to charm
Miss Manly long after Eoline has become suspicious of his character- if the life of Miss
Manly is Eoline s presumable future should she remain unmarried and employed at
Magnolia Vale, then her inability to recognize St. Leon’s character flaws is indicative of
the increasingly poor judgement which plagues an unmarried woman. St. Leon
embodies some characteristics that are both tropes of African Americans and also
distinctly feminine. His musical talent is attributed to his Creole background, and it is the
source of Eoline’s initial interest. St. Leon’s crippling fear of thunder is the Initial cause
of his illness; it also acts as an indication of his weakness and his need for a stronger
person to guide him. It quickly becomes apparent that St. Leon has Identified Eoline as
that stronger person, a dependency that is also to blame for his Illness later in the story.
St. Leon’s weaknesses of character are revealed to Eoline over the course of the
book, beginning with his false flattery of Miss Manly, who is vulnerable to his attentions.
While standing on Magnolia Vale’s piazza, Eoline challenges St. Leon’s motives. In
responding, he visibly loses his composure. Eoline says, “Is it not deceit to profess an
interest in another you do not feel, to show respect to one whom you do not respect...?”
(140). St. Leon defends himself while “rising and pulling the vine wreaths from the pillar
without knowing what he was doing”(140) and continues to speak “in a tone of
suppressed passion” (140). St. Leon is unpredictable enough that he provides a great
contrast to Eoline’s comparatively cool head.
Hentz uses his fear of thunder to point out his weak willed nature: “I cannot say
that I ever welcome a thunderstorm,’ replied St. Leon, with a slight shudder.‘From my
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earliest recollection, I have had a constitutional dread of electricity...lt makes me
constitutional
nerveless and weak’ “ (156). Later, he explains that his fear is “a
a
weakness, and, I believe, hereditary” (159). Eoline asks if he was unable to conquer his
ourselves
fear, and St. Leon counters her suggestion, saying “We cannot fashion
anew...l regret this weakness, if such it may be called, but I cannot conquer it”(157). St.
Leon ends their conversation by praising Eoline's superiority. Later, the contrast
between Eoline and St. Leon is addressed. In an argument, St. Leon says to Eoline:
“Forgive me if I have said anything passionate or unjust. I feel only too deeply, too
me from
bitterly my own unworthiness. I am but too conscious of the gulf that separates
you”(236).
St. Leon’s fear of thunderstorms is foreshadowed in the first scene in which he
appears. Eoline, Uncle Ben, the slave Netty, and several students are having a picnic
when St. Leon stumbles upon them while taking a walk in the woods. Shortly after he
meets them, a heavy rainstorm begins. The contrast between the landscape before St.
Leon’s arrival and the landscape after he intrudes upon the girls’ picnic hints at the
disorder which he will bring to Eoline’s life and to Magnolia Vale. Hentz’s pastoral scene
becomes a surrealist nightmare in a matter of minutes:
A cloud, a very small cloud began to float near the horizon. First it was white as snow,
and no larger than the wing of a bird, then its base became a faint slate-color, then it
suddenly enlarged and darkened, and rose up like a tall castle, with giant pillars and
leaning turrets. Then it expanded into the giant’s causeway itself, and dark figures
seemed hurrying near its base.
‘It will rain,’ said Eoline...’we must hasten our departure. Louisa must not get wet,’
The children were sure it would not rain, it was nothing but a cloud such as they
saw every evening; but even Uncle Ben...insisted upon their hastening homeward”(87).
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text, Eoline recalls the rain to
Hentz’s rainstorm is a plot device- later in the
countf^r Qf 1
. ,
..L.
But the weather must be more than
'i®r St. Leon s claim that he is afraid of thunder, dui
^ useful

point in Eoline’s argument with St. Leon

Hentz spent almost the lenQth of a

describing the cloud's transition in perhaps the most abstract and descriptive
'^'^guage in the book. At the picnic, the girls are wearing “simple, white dresses" and
“gadands of flowers round their heads”(80). Patricia Yaeger writes of “ideas that are
present but unacknowledged--on thought itself as an

act of refusal”(Yaeger 94) in her

study of race in Southern women’s literature. Consideration of this idea benefits the
understanding of the above passage ● Hentz creates a chaotic reaction of the natural
world, in the form of a heavy rain storm when St. Leon, an outsider both socially and
racially, intrudes upon this pastoral celebration of virginal, white womanhood. Magnolia
Vale instructs young women on the boundaries and rules of upper class white
womanhood, and the girls at the picnic are emblems of the purity that is being
maintained at the institution. Several chapters before St. Leon’s race Is acknowledged,
the landscape suggests a “blackening” after his intrusion on the idyllic scene. The cloud
which appears shortly after St. Leon’s arrival is described in language that could even
be considered as evoking the imagery of a slave revolt. The image of dark figures
hurrying near the base of a large structure suggests the metaphoric undermining of an
institution and the more literal images of a riot. Through its imagery and language, the
scene evokes intense social and racial anxiety, particularly
anxiety concerning the
preservation of whiteness. It seems unlikely that Hentz was conscious of the weight of
this imagery, which underscores the relevance of Yaeger’s idea of an 'unthought
known” which is present in literature.
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After Eoline urges St. Leon to live ‘1or her"(185), he returns to her father’s
plantation with her. The woman who Eoline has nursed all summer, Amelia Wilton, is
the weak-willed and sickly daughter of a friend of Mr. Glenmore. Earlier in the book,
Eoline’s father hears the saga of Amelia’s unhappy marriage to a man she did not love.
Amelia’s father tells this story, the lesson being that Eoline actually spared herself and
her potential husband much unhappiness by refusing to enter a loveless marriage,
Amelia’s story helps end the hostility between father and daughter(113). When Amelia
sees St. Leon, she realizes that he is the same man with whom once she fell in love, on
a summer vacation with a female friend (before Amelia’s marriage). St. Leon had
dismissed his relationship with her as a “passing fancy”(232), but Amelia was very hurt
by his insincerity. The extent of their relationship is not addressed, but St. Leon at least
made several insincere proclamations of faithfulness and devotion to Amelia (234).
Amelia’s encounter with St. Leon is another example of a woman damaged by an
encounter with someone who is not her social “equal.” Presumably, a gentleman of
Amelia’s social standing would have fulfilled his promises and married her. Instead, she
is tainted and damaged by her encounter with this deceptive, seductive and non-white
man. At Eoline’s urging, St. Leon concedes to marry Amelia. He tells Eoline he will
“ever adore and worship her” (239), but Eoline recalls that St. Leon is “fond of being
petted” (234). The reader is assured that the marriage of St. Leon and Amelia will not be
another loveless marriage for Amelia; St. Leon will respond to Amelia’s affections. His
insincerity and pettiness is underscored by this last view. It is to Eoline’s credit that she
manages to successfully avoid St. Leon’s advances while helping him shed his social
outsider status and helping her friend Amelia find domestic bliss. She does this this
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'^hile finding her own domestic bliss with Horace Cleveland, as her father had intended
Since her childhood. Even before she marries Horace, Eoline is becoming more suited
for domesticity.

''^on Wimsatt obsenres that Horace s passions are awakened

thanks to Eoline’s musical talent and her gay, frank, and genial’ disposition”(Wimsatt
‘●68). Eoline grows into the type of woman

which society expects her to be: a woman

''vho is able to captivate and charm her husband while still submitting to her father’s
decisions about her future. Both these roles find her answering to men in her life and
using acceptable, feminine skills to attract Horace. Eoline s embracing of domesticity,
and consequently social order, is visible in her ability to direct men toward happiness
(like St. Leon) while still maintaining submissiveness. Hentz’s hero returns to the
plantation life she knows, and the social structure so ordered that, with marriage to the
appropriate woman, even St. Leon finds an acceptable place.
Eoline is a book about maintaining social boundaries. During her adventure into
the world outside of her father’s plantation and upper crust society, Eoline meets
several characters who have not met society’s expectations: Miss Manly and Uncle Ben
never married, Jerusha is uncomfortable among her economic peers, and St. Leon is
too weak to succeed in the society of which he desires to be a part. Hentz is instructing
her readers on white womanhood, and the teachers of Magnolia Vale are responsible
for cultivating in their students this idea of womanhood. Eoline is the book’s heroine and
an effortless embodier of idealized white womanhood; when she ventures outside her
natural social boundaries, she becomes involved with St. Leon, a character who by race
is destined to embody weaknesses which keep them from being equals. Hentz uses the
people whom Eoline meets to illustrate the importance of social boundaries, and she
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often uses traits which evoke race as methods of creating inadequacy in these
characters. Through this method, the novel becomes a complicated comment on the
varying degrees of social acceptability within white Southern society and on the varying
degrees of whiteness and darkness in the South.
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Chapter Three
Confederate Womanhood and Slaves as Witnesses In Augusta Jane Evans’s
Beulah and Macaria; or, Altars of Sacrifice
The two Hentz books I have written about explore the relationship between
slaves and their masters in the South, and the variance scale of “whiteness" and
“blackness.” Even in Eoline, a book not primarily about race or the institution of slavery,
Hentz’s language is concerned with race, and her characters are explorations into the
boundaries of race. Augusta Jane Evan’s books Beulah an6 Macaria are not so
straightforward about race as the books of Caroline Hentz which I have discussed. They
are concerned with morality in white Southern society, particularly the outstanding
morality and will of their female protagonists. In these books, Evans creates a white
womanhood that exemplifies selflessness and duty. She contrasts her heroines with
petty and superficial “belles” and creates an example of an ideal womanhood. This
chapter will explore both of these books, rather than exploring them separately as I did
with the two works of Hentz. I think that the selected books complement each other
when examined together, and their pairing will enrich my commentary on both texts. I
especially want to explore Evan’s creation of a “Confederate Womanhood" or “true”
womanhood, an idea which Anne Sophie Riepma discusses in her book Fire and
Fiction: Augusta Jane Evans in Context. This ideal of womanhood places responsibility
for most men’s failings on the women in their lives-- in Beulah, it translates to women’s
responsibility for preserving, or restoring, whiteness by preventing miscegenation and
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interracial marriages Macaria extends these responsibilities, creating the notion of a
Confederate Womanhood which links the South with white women.The two books
approach race and slavery differently than Hentzdoes. Evans’s writing shies away from
acknowledging slavery while Hentz’s The Planter’s Northern Bride ls eager in its
addressing the matter-- naturally. Hentz dwells on the topic of race and slavery because
she Intended for The Planter's Northern Bride to be a response to Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
The points which Evans makes concerning white womanhood and its relationship to
race may be more subtle, but they are compelling.
Augusta Jane Evans wrote and published at roughly the same time and enjoyed
a comparable amount of popularity as Caroline Hentz. In Beulah, Evans’s female
protagonist is a strong willed and stubbornly independent orphan. Beulah resists the
charity and offers of adoption from Dr. Hartwell and insists on becoming a teacher to
support herself. The book concludes with Beulah’s and Dr. Hartwell’s marriage. The
marriage leaves Beulah with a new responsibility: instead of pursuing self-reliance
through education, it is Beulah’s task to revive Dr. Hartwell’s lapsed faith and lift him
from his general bitterness. Dr. Hartwell’s conditions are the result, at least indirectly, of
his failed marriage to an unfaithful woman. Beulah contains some gothic elements, as
the mystery of Dr. Hartwell’s past is often alluded to, but not revealed until the last one
hundred pages of the book.
Macaria: or, Altars of Sacrifice Is the story of two women, Irene and Electra, who
have been friendly since they were children. Irene is an upper-class woman who has
rejected the pettiness which she identifies In her peers’ society. Electra is an orphan,
raised by her poor aunt and cousin. She begins a career as an artist’s apprentice. Both
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women are motherless, and they share a love for Electra's aunt, Mrs. Aubrey. The
woman acts as a surrogate mother and spiritual guide to both the girls. Although she
dies early in the book, Mrs. Aubrey makes a lasting impression on both women as a
model of true womanhood. The story begins in the years before the Civil War, and when
war does begin, both Electra and Irene return to the South to serve their country as
nurses in hospitals, fulfilling the ideals taught to the women by Mrs. Aubrey.
In this chapter I will explore the aforementioned ideals of womanhood, and the
responsibilities associated with that ideal. Aspiring to achieve these ideals motivates the
female protagonists’ actions and separates them from the “belles.” I will also explore the
role of the slave in these works as a silent witness to the activities of the white family.
The slaves serve a unique narrative purpose, as they often observe, without being
noticed, an event of importance occurring between characters. They are the narrator’s
other set of eyes, and in such a role they also become the keepers of all the families’
secrets.
Disembodied Voices: The Unseen Siaves
Macaria and Beulah are concerned exclusively with wealthy, white Southerners.
Both books dwell on the society of successful upper-class men and women and the
potential for domestic failure. The books feature characters, both male and female, who
fall into traps of pettiness and alcohol abuse, making them examples of imperfection. In
Beulah, the protagonist of the same name rejects her opportunity to advance socially;
instead, she befriends the upper-class woman Pauline, the niece of Dr. Hartwell, and
becomes a positive influence on her. The reader follows Beulah from her early
adolescence to her adulthood. Over this time, Beulah learns that something unfortunate
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happened to Dr. Hartwell, her guardian, when he was younger- an event which is
unclear but is certainly to blame for his present unhappiness. Beulah gleans much of
her information from a slave in Dr. Hartwell’s house who is otherwise unseen and
inactive in the plot. Some of the most important narration and plot information in Beulah
comes from slaves.
In Macaria, Irene Huntingdon’s father hopes she will marry her wealthy and
aristocratic cousin Hugh. Irene resists this union; Hugh is good intentioned, but vain and
lazy. Irene’s slave Nellie, who apparently has looked after her since birth, makes it clear
to Irene that she is cognizant of the Irene and the family’s life by mentioning the
arranged marriage. When she brings up the topic, Irene dismisses it by saying,“Who
has put all this into our head?” (165). Nellie replies: “Nobody put it into my head! I
should like to know where my eyes have been these many years? Don’t you suppose I
know what master’s been after since you were eighteen months old?”(165). Nellie not
only acknowledges her awareness of the family’s intimate agreements and activities,
but she also voices an opinion regarding Irene and Hugh’s proposed engagement:
“It is a sin for near kin like you and Hugh to marry, and you out to set your face
against it...You didn’t see how your father frowned when you wouldn’t let Hugh kiss you?
I was looking through the window and saw it all. I haven’t had one hours peace since I
dreamed of seeing you and your mother together. On my baby...there is trouble and
sorrow thickening for you; I know if (165).

Nellie is fully aware of what occurs within the Huntingdon household. She seems to
view it omnisciently, remembering relevant moments from the past and watching
unseen through windows in order to learn more about the situation. Nellie’s character is
given power in her awareness, although the other characters do not take her seriously.
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Dr. Hartwell calls her an “eternal old stupid”(271) and she is often referred to in the
same context as Paragon, Irene’s faithful dog (273). But Nellie provides the reader with
some of the most important information regarding Irene’s and Hugh’s relationship. She
also delivers the information with a dramatic edge; her superstitions play into the
stereotypes of an African-American slave, but they also suggest that Irene is destined
for tragedy. Nellie says, “You came into this world among awful signs! The sun was
eclipsed! chickens went to roost, as if night had come; and I saw stars in the sky at two
o’clock in the day!” (166). As far as the plot of this story goes, Nellie is important solely
for delivering information regarding other characters. Absolutely none of Nellie’s
dialogue or action serves to tell the reader more about her own life, and her knowledge
about the Huntingdon family gives the reader the impression that Nellie has no other
interests or attachments. This reinforcement of loyalty through social-poverty, or
neediness, helps legitimize slavery in a book which never directly addresses the issue.
Nellie seems contradictory to this reader; several times she makes her vast
knowledge of the Huntingdon family’s affairs known, but she is spoken about in
degrading terms. An example is seen after Irene gets in an argument with her father.
She wished to be alone and so she “went up to her own room, locking out Paragon and
old Nellie, who followed cautiously at her heels”(252). When the reader considers that
Paragon is Irene’s childhood pet, and Nellie is her childhood nanny, the pairing of the
two names in this manner seems to be a disservice to Nellie. Again, after Irene recovers
from a severe illness, her doctor advises her “Be quiet and go to sleep again; at least
don’t talk to Nellie or Paragon”(273). The Implication that Nellie, a slave, and Paragon,
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a dog, are equally faithful to Irene and therefore “at her heels” or her bedside when she
is ill, underscores the loyalty which Evans creates in her slave characters.
The character’s unexpressed dependency on slaves can be observed in the
tearful goodbye between Irene and her father, at the beginning of the Civil War. Irene
bemoans the fact that she cannot follow her father into war. He worries that she will not
be safe “here all alone”(303) on their plantation ‘^with nobody but the servants”(303).
Irene replies: “They will take better care of me than anybody else. Nellie, and Andrew,
and John are the only guardians I want in your absence. They have watched over me all
my life, and they will do it to the end. Give yourself no trouble, sir, on my accounf (303).
The slaves provide comfort when Irene is upset by her father’s departure. Up to this
point the servants have been given practically no dialogue or description, and any
relationship between Irene and the servants has been unacknowledged. When Irene
begins to cry, the servants are the people who comfort her.
William, the family cook, accompanies Mr. Huntingdon on to the battlefield. He
leaves “sobbing” and promises Irene he will take care of her father. When they leave,
Irene Is comforted by Nellie, who reveals a longtime and deep understanding of Irene
when she tells her: “Don’t fret so, child. When trouble comes it will be time enough to
grieve over it... Don’t harden your face in that flinty way. You never would cry like other
children, but just set yourself straight up, for all the world like one of those stone figures
standing over your grandfather’s grave. Try to come and take a nap. I know you haven’t
shut your eyes this night” (307). The book does not acknowledge that Irene’s family
owns slaves, and consequently does not dwell on the relationships between the slaves
and the Huntingdons. But Macaria is a book about the Civil War, and so the topic of
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slavery seems unavoidable-- Evans has to assure her readers that the slaves in this

of
pro-Confederacy book are loyal and happy. The book never addresses the institution
slavery, or any controversy surrounding it. In fact, the slaves are only called “sen/ants.
However, it is clear that they are slaves, and Evans creates them paradoxically both as
on the same footing as household pets and also as characters with a deep and intimate
knowledge of the lives of the people they serve. In either case, the slaves become
reflections of their masters, and Evans leaves little room for the cultivation of a slave’s
personality.
Slaves as Witnesses
Evan’s slave characters are given little dialogue or opportunity to flesh out their
roles in Beulah and Macaria\ when slaves do speak, however, they often reveal
surprising information concerning the book’s white protagonists. The slaves become a
narrative crutch to fill in the gaps of what occurred while a character’s, or the reader’s
gaze was elsewhere.
In the days after Beulah moves in to Dr. Hartwell’s house, she is weakened from
grieving over her little sister’s recent death. Dr. Hartwell’s slave, Harriet, comes to
Beulah’s bedside to bring her dinner. Whiie in her room, Harriet tells Beulah about Dr.
Hartwell and his sister Pauline;
“Honey, are you crying?” There was no reply, and kneeling down,she said
cautiously: “If you knew as much about this family as I do, you would cry, sure enough,
for something. My master says he has adopted you, and since he said it, everything will
work for good to you. But, child, there will come times when you need a friend besides
master, and be sure you come to me when you do. I won’t say any more now, but
remember what I tell you when you get into trouble. Miss Pauline has come and if she
happens to take a fancy to you {which I think she won’t), she will stand by you till the
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stars lair and .1 she don't .she will hate you worse than Satan himself for-” Harriet did not
complete the sentence, lor she detected her master's step in the passage, and she
resumed her work" (71).

Harriet’s message to Beulah has an urgent tone, underscored by the moment she stops
herself because Dr. Hartwell approaches. This exchange occurs at the beginning of the
book, and suggests a bond, or shared experience and interest, between Beulah and
Harriet. But the relationship is not pursued- Beulah is not interested in Harriet’s
friendship, or what she might know of the Hartwells, and actually seems to resent
Harriet’s familiarity. Evans’s choices to include this monologue, and to have this
Information come from a slave, create more mystery surrounding the Hartwells. The
family appears more cloaked in sadness and mystery than before Harriet confides in
Beulah. In choosing a slave to deliver this message, Evans acknowledges the
closeness which the institution of slavery creates between slave and master: Harriet
does know the secrets of the Hartwell family because she has been serving them fora
long time. In this light, then, she is the obvious choice to reveal the inner-workings of the
Hartwell family to Beulah and the readers. She is a more Impartial observer than any
other members of the Hartwell household because she never plays an active role in the
family’s activities, but she seems to always be present to observe them. Harriet’s
warning, coupled with Dr. Hartwell’s mystery-cloaked first marriage, gives Beulah a
gothic tone which Macaria does not have. This tone gives the book an overall
“darkness”- Dr. Hartwell’s past becomes ominous and cloaked in mystery. Even his
house seems more ominous. This gothic element occurs throughout the book; it is at its
height when Beulah Is led to an unused room in the upstairs by a family friend. It Is in
this normally locked room that Beulah Is shown a picture of Dr. Hartwell’s first wife and
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she learns the story of his past. I will examine this passage in more detail later in this
chapter.
Harriet’s knowledge about the Hartwells is made more mysterious a few pages
later, when she returns to tend to Beulah again. Beulah rejects her services, saying,
“You have been very kind...but I have not been accustomed to have some one always
waiting on me, and in the future I shall not want you”(80). Harriet replies, “I am obeying
master’s orders...Haven’t you been here long enough to find out that you might as well
fight the waves of the sea as my master’s will? Take care, child, how you begin to
countermand his orders, for I tell you now there are some in this house who will soon
make it a handle to turn you out in the world again. Mind what I say...I mean, keep your
eyes open” (80). Harriet then “vanished In the dark passage, and Beulah locked the
door” (80). Beulah rejects both Harriet’s service and Harriet’s knowledge about the
Hartwell family. Her rejection of Harriet’s gossip testifies to Beulah’s superiority. She
says at one point that all she knows of Dr. Hartwell is that he is her “best friend”(466),
and she exercises restraint in not Investigating his past. Lest the reader think Beulah is
not vulnerable to curiosity, she later notes that she was unable to uncover the cloaked
portrait of Dr. Hartwell’s first wife, because it was hung out of her reach (466). Harriet’s
interest In Dr. Hartwell’s secrets demonstrates superficiality; Beulah does not occupy
herself with stories of other people’s affairs.
Later in the text, the tension between Beulah and Harriet is revisited. Harriet
scares Beulah’s friend, Clara, with a superstition about yellow fever. Lest the reader
think Harriet’s actions were unintentional, she verbally provokes Beulah in the same
scene. Harriet asks if Beulah has heard from Dr. Hartwell, who left the city on bad terms
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with Beulah Beulah says she has not, and the text notes that Harriet “took a malicious
pleasure in thus torturing her visitor” (190). Beulah coolly ignores Harriet’s intentional
unkindness. In this scene. Harriet is presented as a petty and apparently vengeful
character; her brief exchange with Beulah allows Harriet to act as her foil. If Beulah is
an ideal, albeit stubborn, model of womanhood, then Harriet acts as the darker opposite
to Beulah’s purity.
In the Hartwell household, the slaves seem to be the people who know and see
the most. When Dr. Hartwell’s sister. May, insults Beulah and prompts her to leave the
family, it is Harriet who enlightens Dr. Hartwell. Harriet tells Dr. HartweirMaster, If you
don’t listen to me, if yo*-* please, sir, you never will get at the truth, for that child won’t tell
it” (116). Harriet witnessed May’s verbal attack on Beulah, but no one noticed her. Dr.
Hartwell asks if anyone else is aware of Harriet’s presence, and she assures him that
no one knows (117). Harriet is only a witness of other people’s lives; instead of building
any of her own characterization, Harriet reveals information to characters and helps
further their plot. She is a one-dimensional character, intended to supplement the
book’s narration without adding any of her own actions to the plot. But Harriet’s
information is frequently important- she is the catalyst for Dr. Hartwell’s intervention
between Beulah and May. She uses information as a way to make herself seen. She
does not appear in the text unless she Is delivering some important news. When she
tells Beulah and Beulah’s friend Clara about an outbreak of yellow fever, it is the first
time the girls were aware of her presence: “neither of the girls observed Harriefs
)u

entrance until she asked: Do you know that the yellow fever has broken out here?
189).
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Evans intended to present Beulah as a woman who was not interested in gossip,
underscoring her superiority and using Harriet as a foil. Harriet is made unlikeable when
she taunts Beulah about Dr. Hartwell’s absence- in that moment, Evans makes Harriet
too knowledgeable about the white characters. The point seems to be that Harriet
misuses her knowledge about Beulah’s feelings for Dr. Hartwell out of spite. But
imagining Harriet’s motives for remaining aware of her master’s activities brings more
complexity to her character than Evans might have intended. As a slave, Harriet might
benefit from learning information about her master quickly. The traditional oral culture of
slaves Includes many stories featuring a slave hero who is able to stay a step ahead of
his master by outwitting him.(Joyner 184-185). In a world in which they or their family
members could be separated from them at the whim of their master, it was a survival
tactic for slaves to be cognizant of their surroundings and the activities of their masters.
Did Evans consider the reasons behind Harriet’s interest in Dr. Hartwell’s affairs? Of
course it Is impossible to know. Evans might not have considered the complexities
behind Harriet’s characterization, but she was surely aware that slaves often benefitted
from maintaining knowledge of the activities of their masters. Yaeger calls this idea one
“present but unacknowledged’’- something that is never recognized, perhaps not even
consciously thought by the author, but is recognizable in the book (95). At first reading,
Evans’s African American characters seem to only be “atmosphere”(Yaeger, 100), but
a closer look reveals that, perhaps unintentionally, Evans has created characters who
are more aware of their surroundings and more attuned to the activity of the Hartwell
house than any white character in the book.
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The acknowledgment that slaves do know a household intimately is one that
cannot be found in Hentz’s work. Hentz’s slaves never add such an informative piece of
dialogue to a conversation, and they are never allowed the eloquence which Evan’s
slaves all display. I am not arguing that Evans’s work offers a better treatment of slaves
than Hentz’s, though. Evans’s slaves are hardly more than background pieces, often
referred to in degrading or condescending terms. Evans uses her slaves not as foils for
her white characters, but as messengers to further the plot. In Macaria, Irene is
comforted by Nellie, and the reader learns that Irene’s father is a war veteran. In Beulah
Harriet attempts to befriend Beulah; at the same time she stirs the reader’s interest in
the Hartwell family and Dr. Hartwell’s past. The slaves become narrative tools to tell a
white family’s story, leaving the reader with the impression that the African American
characters have no stories, or personal lives, of their own.
Creating a Confederate Womanhood
Evans uses her characters as examples and warnings for her female readers.
Irene, Beulah, and Electra all reject the “belle” and “beau” types in Southern white
society and opt for more rewarding lives of nursing the sick, helping their country, and
pursuing spiritual knowledge. Augusta Jane Evans critic Anne Sophie Riepma notices
this theme in Evan’s work, and connects it to the ideology of Republican Motherhood,
or, In the case of Macaria, Confederate Womanhood. Riempa writes that “since the idea
prevailed that women’s Influence affected men’s behavior and by extension the welfare
of the Republic, the fashionable woman was condemned by adherents of the ideology
of domesticity” (74). This point is made in Irene’s tirade against belles, when she says,
“Women who so far forge their duties to their homes and husbands, and the respect due
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to public opinion...should be driven from wellbred, refined circles...From the influence of
these few deluded weak libels on our sex. may God preserve our age and country”
(368-369). The same sentiment is expressed in Beulah, when Beulah’s friend Cornelia
expresses the opinion that men’s excessive drinking could be limited by the actions of
the women in their lives: “Beulah, if the wives and mothers and sisters did their duty,
this might be reminded...But alas! they smile as sweetly upon the reckless, Intoxicated
beaux as if they were what men should be"(220). Cornelia’s statement suggests that as
long as the men’s behavior is condoned by the women in their lives, they are not truly
men. The responsibility placed on white women in Evan’s work leaves little room for
white men to have shortcomings for which they are solely responsible.
The responsibility for reviving Dr. Hartwell falls to Beulah; ironically, for much of
the story Beulah is concerned with avoiding any debt or obligation to the doctor.
Beulah’s pride keeps her from accepting Dr. Hartwell’s offer of adoption; she is too
independent to depend on someone’s help and is not aware that she has hurt Dr.
Hartwell’s feelings In her rejection. Beulah’s actions cause a rift between her and Dr.
Hartwell, but she lifts him from his depression, and they are married at the end of the
book. Dr. Hartwell devoted himself to some of the same intellectual pursuits as Beulah;
both read many philosophical texts dealing with agnosticism and atheism. As a result.
Dr. Hartwell lost his faith in Christianity. Beulah also struggled with spiritual indecision
as a consequence of studying philosophy, but at the end of her studies she felt more
sure of her faith. In a conversation with Dr. Hartwell’s friend, Dr. Asbury, Beulah learns
about the “skepticism” which plagues Dr. Hartwell. Dr. Asbury tells her “this kind of
study (of agnostic inquiries) does not pay. It has not prepaid me-it has not satisfied
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Hartwell, who went deeper into metaphysics than any one I know, and who now has
less belief of any sort than any one I ever wish to know”(300-301). Dr. Asbury then
illuminates Beulah on the appropriate spiritual role for a woman:“Beulah, my wife is one
of the happiest spirits I ever knew; she is a consistent Christian. When we were married,
I watched her very closely...! hoped very much that I should find some glaring
incongruity in her conduct which would have sanctioned my skepticism...! did not expect
her to prove so pure-hearted, unselfish, humble and genuinely pious as I found her*’
(301). Dr. Asbury’s wife’s spirituality managed to withstand his apparently rigorous
observations and has improved his own spiritual life through demonstration. Dr. Asbury
tells Beulah: “almost she has persuaded me to be a Christian”(301). In telling Beulah
these details of his spiritual life and marriage, Dr. Asbury is preparing Beulah for her
relationship with Dr. Hartwell. As his wife, it becomes her responsibility and obligation to
restore Dr. Hartwell’s faith.
This duty complicates Beulah’s spiritual journey. Along with overcoming her own
spiritual doubts, she Is now responsible for reviving Dr. Hartwell’s spirituality. Beulah
tells her friend Clara: “I am sincere, even in my skepticism...and God, if he sees my
heart, sees that I am”(357). Beulah remains undecided about her religous faith for most
of the text. In the years after Dr. Hartwell’s departure, she grasps the meaning of faith
through her grief over his absence. She assures Dr. Asbury that Dr. Hartwell will come
home, and when he asks “how do you know that so well, child?”(484), she replies:
“Perhaps because I wish it so very much; and hope and faith are nearly allied, you
know...I have prayed so long for his return” (484). When Dr. Hartwell does return, he
and Beulah marry. By this time, she has matured into a “noble-looking woman” who “did
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return (497). in the
her work silently-nay, cheerfully” while she longed for Dr. Hartwell to
^inal chapter of the book, Evans addresses her readers to clarify what Beulah s
end of life; it is
responsibility as Dr. Hartwell’s wife entails: “Reader, marriage is not the
...To save
but the beginning of a new course of duties: but I cannot now follow Beulah
to
her husband from his unbelief, is the labor of her future life” (507). After her ma
Dr. Hartwell, Beulah reflects on her time as a scholar: “I was so proud of my i
put so much faith in my own powers; it was no wonder I was so benighted”(508). AS the
story closes, Dr. Hartwell “seemed to be pondering her words”(510).
In Beulah, the saga of Dr. Hartwell’s failed marriage warns readers about what
can occur when a wife fails her husband. For much of the book, Dr. Hartwell s marnage
provides an element of mystery, particularly in Harriet’s conversations with Beulah
which I discussed earlier in this chapter. Within the last one hundred pages,

Beulah

learns the truth about Dr. Hartwell’s past from Dr. Asbury’s wife, Mrs. Asbury. Furthering
the gothic element surrounding Beulah, Mrs. Asbury leads Beulah to a “large apartment
in the third story” of the Asbury mansion. She undrapes a portrait which had once hung
draped in Dr. Hartwell’s study. The portrait is of a beautiful woman with “a slight
resemblance to Antoinette in the faultless features”(465). The story Mrs. Asbury tells is
this: When Dr. Hartwell was a young man, he became enamored with a young, very
poor woman from New Orleans. “His mother and sister bitterly opposed the match...but
he persisted” and married the young woman, whose name was Creola. Mrs. Asbury
goes on to tell Beulah that “of course his wife went constantly into society, and before
six months elapsed, poor Guy discovered he had made a fatal mistake”(467). Dr.
Hartwell’s mistake became even clearer after he realized that Creola had been
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conducting “clandestine meetings with the gentleman whom her husband had forbidden
her to recognize as an acquaintance," a man who Dr. Hartwell later learned was
Creola’s lover. He had forced her into a marriage with Dr. Hartwell because they
needed the money. After all of this came to light, Creola returned to her family New
Orleans and “died suddenly a few weeks after leaving her husband"(467-468). Since
then, Dr. Hartwell has become an emotionally closed, faithless man. Evans writes Dr.
Hartwell as the victim of a manipulative and superficial belle. Dr. Hartwell plunges into
studies of agnosticism and becomes a faithless and unhappy man. Evans creates a
situation from which Beulah’s earnestness and purity can lift him.
The story of Dr. Hartwell’s failed romance with Creola leaves the reader with
several lessons. It is interesting to note that Mrs. Asbury mentions that Dr. Hartwell
ignored his mother’s and sister’s objections to his marriage. The idea that women are
responsible for the men in their lives is underscored many times in Beulah ar\6 Macaria.
This instance shows what happens when his mother and sister are unsuccessful. Based
on Mrs. Asbury’s descriptions. Dr. Hartwell’s troubles began not with Creola, but with his
irresponsible mother and sister. His mother was a “haughty, imperious woman”{466)
who often argued with May, Dr. Hartwell’s sister, who is equally self-absorbed. Dr.
Hartwell’s mother died and May took over his household before the book’s story begins.
It is implied that had Dr. Hartwell had a mother with more influence over her son, he
would not have made the mistake of marrying Creola. His marriage with Creola warns
readers of a sort of worst-case scenario of marrying outside class boundaries, against
the wishes of family, and possibly outside racial boundaries. Creola represents some of
the most undesirable characteristics in the potential wife of a wealthy white Southern
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nian, particularly her poverty and lack of social status. Creola’s haalth and sanity ar@
also called Into question. Mrs. Asbury tells Beulah that “1 have always thought her mind
diseased, and it was rumored that her mother died insane”(468), suggesting an
inherited mental illness which furthers her inferiority to the Hartwell family. Her name
suggests that she is, in fact, “creole,” a classification which Caroline Hentz considered a
separate race in her books The Planter’s Northern Bride and Eo//ne and which was
presumably accepted as such by most readers of domestic fiction. Evans never alludes
to Creola’s racial background, but her name and the fact that she is from New Orleans,
known for its “octoroon” and “quadroon” racial distinctions, leave the reader with little
doubt regarding her racial makeup. If we take Evans’s clues as fact, then Dr. Hartwell
may have married a woman of mixed race. Mrs. Asbury’s narrative leads the reader to
find the women of his family at fault for his decision. The message with which she
leaves the reader and Beulah extends the idea of Republican or Confederate
Womanhood to include the preservation of whiteness. Evans seems to be saying that It
Is the responsibility of good white wives, sisters, and mothers to ensure that their white
husbands, brothers, and sons do not stray into marriages of questionable lineage.
It is to Antoinette's disadvantage that she resembles Creola in appearance; she
will later prove to the reader that she is as unloving and irresponsible as Creola. When
Eugene returns from his time abroad in Germany, he has developed a drinking problem
and a superficial interest in money. He quickly becomes Infatuated with and marries the
belle Antoinette Du Pres. After their marriage, Antoinette rarely spends enough time
around her husband to object to his drinking; she is more frequently at parties with her
friends. When Eugene is in a drinking-related accident, Antoinette does not appear at
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his bedside. After his recovery. Beulah pleas for him to promise lor the sake of(his)
child, to “never again touch intoxicating drinks of any kind"(432). Thanks to Beulah’s
intervention, Eugene reforms himself. As the story closes, Eugene has decided to divide
himself "between his child and his ambition”, while "Antoinette was as Gay and
indifferent as ever"(478). The Graham family adopted Eugene as a child. From the
beginnng of the story, Cornelia Graham, Eugene’s adopted sister, has disliked
Antoinette Du Pres. She warns Beulah that Antoinette “is too selfish to love anything or
anybody but herself. Mark me, whether I live to see it or not, he will despise her in less
than six months, and curse himself for his blind folly"(275). Cornelia’s prediction
foreshadows the story of Dr. Hartwell’s marriage to Creola. Antoinette proves to be an
unsatisfactory wife, but there is no hint that she may have a mysterious racial
background-in fact, she is a cousin of the Graham family. Beulah’s influence on
Eugene ultimately saves him from his vices, and he devotes himself to his child.
Antoinette has little maternal affection and is uninterested in their child (425). By
allowing Beulah to be the moral compass by which the reader is guided, Evans
redeems the orphan figure in domestic fiction. Recall that Claudia of The Planter’s
Northern Bride was an orphan of sorts as well. Evans still features a woman of mixed
race who is the catalyst for problems for an upper-class white woman. But instead of
blaming the trouble on unclear lineage, Evans places the fault with the upper crust of
society. Since Dr. Hartwell’s poor choice is indirectly the fault of his sister and mother,
Beulah becomes the unlikely superior to these aristocratic women.
In the same way, Evans gives Macaria’s Electra Grey’s character an opportunity
to demonstrate her moral superiority even though she herself is an orphan and was
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raised by her aunt, Mrs. Aubrey, whose husband had disgraced their family with an
unfortunate incident involving manslaughter and suicide. Mrs. Aubrey acts as a sort of
mentor for the motherless young women, providing spiritual guidance and a maternal
presence. By placing such importance on a character who has lost her social standing,
Evans again undercuts the importance of social divisions and emphasizes the
importance of upright morals and the Christianity infused charity and kindness which
Mrs. Aubrey teaches to Irene and Electra.
Influenced in part by Mrs. Aubrey, Irene rejects the principles of her father and
extended family and chooses to pursue charitable acts rather than marrying for further
financial and social gain. Initially, Irene’s father and her aunt reject her ideals-when
she Is young, she is scolded for not allowing a servant to carry her books to and from
school (9). Before the Civil War, Irene’s devotion to her family and her impulse to care
for them are discouraged. When she asks her uncle, Mr. Huntingdon, if she can “do
anything” for him, he replies “No, thank you, Irene; I have a servant who throughly
understands taking care of me. Go talk to Hugh, who has been wishing me among the
antipodes” (163). Irene is discouraged from offering a favor to her uncle, instead she is
encouraged to spend time with Hugh, the cousin whom her family intends for her to
marry. By the time the Civil War has begun, Irene has begun considering it her duty to
care for and nurse soldiers. When she says goodbye to her father, she has the last
word with his male slave companion, who promises her that her father will be cared for.
When her father Is killed in battle, Irene devotes herself to caring for the Confederate
soldiers; the Confederacy becomes her new “family” and her devoted daughterhood
becomes a devotion to the entire nation. She epitomizes Confederate Womanhood
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before the Confederacy needed such devotion- Irene was naturally inclined to that sort
of charity, and this makes her Evans’s ideal woman.
At the end of the book, Electra returns south to help Irene in supporting the
Confederacy. Both women are in love with Electra’s cousin Russell Aubrey. Russell is in
love with Irene, despite their families’ mutual dislike; Electra accepts this with “no touch
of bitterness” (365). Both women think of Russell as they perform tasks like tearing and
rolling bandages to send to the war fronts. The modern reader is reminded of Gone
With the Wind, especially the character Melanie Wilkes organizing charitable events in
the hopes she will help soldiers like her husband, Ashley Wilkes. With the same fervor
and loyalty, Electra throws herself into charitable work and even finds an artistic outlet
when she paints a work called the ’’Modern Macaria,” which she considers “the first
offering of Southern art” (412). When Electra moved to New York to study under Mr.
Clifton, an artist who helped her hone her artistic talent, she ended up promising to stay
by his side after Clifton was stricken with some vague but terminal respiratory illness.
Electra’s life mirrors Irene’s in this way- both women “prepare” themselves for their
devotion to the Confederacy by exercising their natural inclinations toward charity. After
Mr. Clifton’s death, Electra remains loyally by his elderly mother’s side until she also
dies. Through her charitable work, Electra achieves nearly the same respectability as
Irene; however, the relationship between the women has Irene as teacher and Electra
as student. Readers will recall that the value the women place on charity was taught to
them, in the first place, by Electra’s poverty-stricken aunt. At the end of the book, Irene
provides guidance and encouragement for Electra. When Electra expresses doubt over
the Confederacy’s future, Irene reminds her: “The safeguards will be found in the
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mothers, wives and sisters of our land”(70). Later, Irene reminds Electraof the
importance which they hold for their country: “Electra, it is very true that single women
have trials for which a thoughtless, happy world has little sympathy. But lonely lives are
not necessarily joyless; they should be, of all others, most useful”(417). Irene and
Electra prepare to spend their lives devoted to the memories of men in their lives
(Irene’s father, Mr. Huntingdon, and Electra’s cousin, Russell) and to the Confederacy.
In the years after the South’s surrender and reconstruction, women like Electra
and Irene became emblems of what should be “protected” in the South. When Evans
wrote this book, the outcome of the Civil War was, if not unexpected, at least
unconfirmed. Bearing this In mind, the creation of an ideal white Southern womanhood
Is fascinating-- these are the beginnings of the rhetoric of Gone With the W/ncf as well
as The Birth of A Nation. Evan’s idealized version of white womanhood ostensibly
ignores race by leaving out any direct acknowledgement of an African American
presence in the antebellum South. When Macaria and Beulah are examined more
closely, however, it becomes evident that race forms the crux of this definition.
Especially in Beulah, Evans makes domestic happiness a responsibility which falls to
the women in a family. In linking women with the task of ensuring domestic bliss, she
creates women who failed to do so. Characters like Creola, Dr. Hartwell’s first wife, and
Antoinette, Eugene’s wife, are subtly linked to race: Creola’s name and unclear
background imply racial impurity, and Antoinette bears a resemblance to Creola both
physically and in her personality. These characters are somehow “less white” than
characters like Beulah, Irene, and Electra. Their racial ambiguity is not their primary
flaw-Evans spends much more time emphasizing their shallow and selfish
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personalities-but, like Claudia from The Planter’s Northern Bride, their racial ambiguity
might be the flaw on which all their other imperfections can be blamed. While Evans is
subtle in addressing the unclear racial background of some of her characters, It is her
avoidance of racial descriptions when referring to slaves that is more astounding.
A modern reader can only surmise that the “servants" who populate both books
are actually slaves based on circumstantial evidence (the books take place in the
antebellum South) and clues in the slaves’ speech, such as the habit of referring to
white characters as “master.” Slaves become scenery in Evans’s writing; it is expected
that servants will be present in the houses of wealthy, white Southern families. Macaria
and Beulah attach narrative Importance to household slaves while discounting the
concept of slaves having any sort of personal life outside the home of the white family.
The slaves are as static and flat as characters can be, and physical descriptions of the
slaves are rare. The slaves’ appearance, and consequently their race, are barely
mentioned.
In Macaria and Beulah, race becomes a subtle threat to whiteness. The
obligation to preserve “whiteness” within a family and, in a larger sense, within a race, is
added to the list of things for which white women like Irene, Electra and Beulah are
responsible. Beulah’s marriage to Dr. Hartwell is reminiscent of Eulalia’s marriage to Mr.
Moreland; both women “cancel” the first wives of unclear racial heritage. In Evans’s
works, African Americans become reflections of their white owners instead of characters
with depth and independent Interests. The vision of white womanhood being formed
does not leave room for the development of humanity in people of any other racewhiteness becomes something which must be presen/ed and protected. The notions of
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white Southern womanhood being developed in Beulah and Macarfa are the same
ideas which will drive the miscegenation fears that define one of the most violent and
oppressive periods in Southern history, the post-Reconstruction South.
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Conclusion
In my conclusion. I want to briefly reflect on the consequences of the
Womanhood being constructed in the four books I have written about. I elso
examine Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: Written by Herself(1861), the narrative of
a
Harriet Jacobs, and the ways in which this woman’s true story calls into question
niodel of whiteness, southernness and womanhood that was in its early stages of
creation. She does so by asking her white female readers to identify with her as women,
by looking past the racial barrier between author and reader. After three chapters of
closely examining the voice of two white, Southern female authors, I wanted to contrast
them with Harriet Jacobs’s voice, which is the voice of an African American and
Southern woman, and a former slave. She is telling her story from the other side of the
slave/master dynamic that Evans and Hentz imagined. Consequently, she acts as a foil
to the social construct embraced by Evans and Hentz and raises some interesting
contrasts to the authors.
The books written by Hentz and Evans share this with Jacobs’s narrative: they
were written by women and intended primarily, if not exclusively, for female audiences.
The books all concern women as main characters. The tactic of giving women moral
dominion over their husbands regarding the matter of slavery, one endorsed by Harriet
Beecher Stowe in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, is contradicted by Evans’s and Hentz’s support of
a patriarchal family structure. At the same time, Evans and Hentz support the idea that
women should be responsible for the spirituality and moral health of their families. In her
rebuttal to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Hentz classifies slavery as a non-domestic matter, and
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consequently it is a matter about which women have little control. Evans never
addresses the institution of slavery, but perhaps her silence can be interpreted as an
agreement with Hentz’s support of patriarchal control of slavery. After all, In writing The
Planter’s Northern Bride, Hentz is a sort of contradiction: she is a woman writing a book
about slavery that supports the notion that women should not concern themselves with
slavery.
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl: Written by Herself
Harriet Jacobs’s narrative is more than a departure from the limited view of
womanhood that has been explored in this paper. Jacobs was consciously crossing the
boundaries of acceptable behavior, both when she acted and later when she chose to
write about her actions. Jacobs, writing under her pen name Linda Brent, addresses the
perils of being a young female slave. In the dynamic between master and slave, being a
female slave becomes an Increased hazard which makes women vulnerable to sexual
assault. An adolescent female slave, Jacobs assures the reader, “will become
prematurely knowing in evil things. Soon she will learn to tremble when she hears her
master’s footfall. She will be compelled to realize that she is no longer a child. If God
has bestowed beauty upon her, it will prove her greatest curse” (28). Jacobs recognizes
as an adolescent that her master is interested in pursuing a sexual relationship with her,
so she decides to take another lover, with whom she gets pregnant. When Jacobs
writes about this in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girlshe is aware that telling this story
is a significant departure from the acceptable subject matter from books, especially
books written by women. Further, miscegenation is a taboo- even in the fiction of Hentz
and Evans, miscegenation is limited to brief encounters with women of unclear racial
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descent— the sexual unions between slaves and masters are never acknowledged.
Jacobs addresses these frequent sexual unions and ail of the damaging effects that are
associated with them.
Jacobs’s position as author is difficult: she is writing a book which particuiarly
appeals to female readers. She includes the painful memories of being taken from her
first love and being separated from her children. But she also Includes the
aforementioned memories involving her strategic pregnancy as an attempt to avoid Dr.
Flint’s advances. Her struggle with Dr. Flint demonstrates the falsity of the Idea that
slave-era miscegenation Is the fault of the women Involved- both the betrayed wife and
the woman involved in an interracial sexual union. Dr. Flint’s wife is not a sympathetic
character, to be sure. She Is consumed with jealousy regarding her husband’s frequent
infidelities with his female slaves: “The mistress, who ought to protect the helpless
victim, has no other feelings toward her but those of jealousy and rage”(27-28). Mrs.
Flint treats her slaves sadistically, and Harriet fears her. But both Harriet and Mrs. Flint
are forced into these roles because of Dr. Flint’s behavior, and because of Dr. Flint’s
attention, Harriet is forced into the role of a hyper-sexual African American woman. In
order to fully describe the damaging effects slavery has on both owner and slave,
Jacobs is rejecting the parameters of acceptable womanhood. The world of Jacobs’s
narrative seems far from the worlds of the domestic fiction about which I’ve written.
Bearing in mind the fact that these worlds overlap almost completely, It becomes
Impossible not to imagine what else would be happening In the slave owning
households of Hentz and Evans. Jacobs offers herself up to be judged at an Intimate
level; the decisions she made involving her sexuality and her body are candidly
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addressed in her narrative. By doing this, Jacobs rejects the expectations for white
womanhood of which her readers were very aware. The result, I think, is a transfer of
guilt and blame to the most powerful party: Dr. Flint is the villain of Jacobs’s narrative.
Jacobs claims an authoritative position on her past by telling her story In her own words,
and she exposes the hypocrisy of a social construct that sees female slaves as sexual
deviants and white men as blameless victims to seduction.
Constructing Womanhood
Cultural expectations do not spring forth, fully formed and make their way into the
collective consciousness of a society. They are guidelines and ideas introduced and
accepted in small parts that make up the large categories of gender, race and class.
Reading and thinking about these books has been fascinating because I feel as if I have
watched the early formation of ideas about race, womanhood and sexuality that are at
the crux of the formation of southern identity. Of course, Hentz and Evans were not
aware of the legacy which they were helping to create. They understood themselves as
knowledgeable Instructors of womanhood- the female heroes they wrote about were to
be examples for their female readers. They saw women as an important part of
successful society. Characters like Eulalia (of The Planter’s Northern Bride)d.r\6 Beulah
were written as the salvation for the men in their lives by providing domesticity and
purity.
The books of Hentz and Evans are proof that the ideals of womanhood were
actively being created by women. In one sense, the notion that women are so
responsible for the success of a household is empowering: the books of Evans and
Hentz create a distinct place for women to operate and succeed in society; women are
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given dominion over the spirituality and morality of their families. However, it is hard for
contemporary readers to consider the concept that white women should be responsible
for their husband’s fidelity and the ethical decisions made by their families, particularly
in a social construct as oppressive as the antebellum South. It is still harder to grasp the
idea that disenfranchised African American women, including those who were slaves.
should be able to reject the sexual advances of white men, often their owners, without
fear of retribution. The expectations being constructed by women and for women are
iofty* Jacobs asks her readers to identify with her as women,a request which obliterates
the de-humanizing characterization of African American characters in the works of
Hentz and Evans. Jacobs’s story is proof of her humanity. In asking her readers to
ignore racial classifications in favor of recognizing the womanhood they have in
common, she contradicts all the expectations of womanhood.
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The most troubling conclusion I have drawn from my reading and research is one
i mentioned in my introduction: the notion that women were actively participating in the
creation of these unattainable and damaging ideals. White Southern womanhood,as
'●shned in these books, appears to have been strategically constructed to deflect the
abolitionist arguments of Stowe and others. This notion of womanhood finds white men
blameless, people of mixed race dangerous, and, in the case of The Planter's Northern
Bride,
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female desires are trivialized; black ones can’t even be named. Once again, black and
white women are locked back into old household dynamics, replaying familiar southern
tales of dominance, the belle achieving Ideal femininity via the labor of black "help”(155156).

McPherson’s critical voice puts the modern South into a less isolated context: when the
reader is asked to consider the modern South with antebellum legacies in mind, it
becomes clear that the constructions of womanhood and race are very much a part of
the modern South’s collective consciousness. In the process of researching and
completing this thesis, I have become aware of the legacy of these models through
Southern history; in this way, the research I have done for this thesis has Informed my
thoughts in other Southern Studies classes and, more broadly, the way I think about the
region. The work of Hentz and Evans is at the head of this legacy, informing the way
generations of Southerners consider race and womanhood. At the same time that
Evans, Hentz and other domestic authors were creating these ideals, Harriet Jacobs
and her fellow authors of abolitionist texts and slave narratives, sought to contradict
them. The work of these women is at the forefront of a dialogue about gender, race, and
the ways in which power is distributed in both antebellum and modern Southern society.
Their work remains relevant both as a useful perspective on the antebellum South and a
tool in considering the modern South.
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